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Students disapprove
.of new diploma quality
Diplomas less expensive and less distinctive
By Susan Bernard
The . new graduation
diplomas, introduced last May,
have recent alumni.as well as
seniors in an uproar.
The old diplomas were
made on a thick, waxy,
parchment paper with raised
letters and a blue UNH seal.
The n~w diplomas are black
and white on a thin piece of.
paper without raised lettering.
According to Stephanie
Thomas, head registrar and
special assistant to · the
president, the · univensity
changed th~ diplomas because
it was less expensive and
speedier in the shipping and
handling process.
·
Doug Hoff, head of the
graduation . department,
initiated the proposal. He was
unavailable for comments.
The diplomas used to be
sent to the Herl Jones Co. in
Pennsylvania at an expense of
approximately $.61 ' per
diploma. Now they are being
made on campus at Printing
Services costing $.45 per
diploma.
Thomas · said "We can
expedite the printing of
diplomas. Just weeks before
printing we can send the lists
{names of graduating seniors)
to Printing Services."
According to UNH officials,
students were not consulted or
notified in the decision to make
the diploma change. Many
students are unaware that a
change was made.
Lisa Brown, a senior; said,
"I'm .very angry about this
Q-hange. I saw my boyfriend's (
diploma} compared to another
and I was shocked. I don't want
this photocopied, fake diploma
· on my wall. .. it looks fake."
Brown said, "Talk about
chinsey. There is no coloring
on the university sec;tl, no
embossed letttering, just a poor
quality, black and white copy

on a standard sized piece of
paper."
The
administrators
involved in making the change
were never shown the old
diploma in comparison to a
new one, said Dan Dibiasio,
executive assistant to UNH
· President Gordon Haaland.
Matt Baltz, a 1989
graduate, said, "It may save
money to have cheap diplomas,
but it'-11 definitely hurt the
University in the long run. I
would just as soon fold up-my
diploma than hang it on the
wall."
The quality of the diploma
has really been affected due to
the cutting of expenses, said
Dibiasio. The greatest expense
is not so much in the diploma
itself, but the vinyl covers which
students receive at graduation.
Paul Sherrin, representative of the Herf Jones Co., said
"the diploma cover is the most · McLaughlin residents .. - (Ben Frazier, photo)
expensive part The amourlt
saved by using these new diplomas is only about $2.50 to
$3.00 tops."
Sherrin suggested one idea
· to defray expenses would be to
present the students at
By Bob Durling
graduation with a rolled,
A fire in McLaughlin Hall emphasized that the hot plate
Zizos, ·a ssociate dean for
imitation diploma tied with a
ribbon instead of placing th_e Sunday afternoon; apparently was only a probable cause, jind student affairs, UNH has no
fire insurance; they're selfimitation diploma in the covers. caused by a hot plate under a wasn't definite.
bed, gutted a first floor room
Although
it
is
illegal
to
have
insured
instead.
"The
In response to the comment
and temporarily displaced 125 hot plates in dorms, due to
university
has
to
use
its
own
made by Sherrin, Thomas said,
both lease rules and students' operating revenues to pay for
"After being here for fotir years students.
Thirty students, from the rights and rules (they're
the damage," he said.
they ( the students) at least
wing
where
the
fire
occurred
regarded
as
fire
hazards),
no
Zizos said that he believes
deserve something."
Brown said, "It's not the and five rooms on the floor charges.will be pressed against _ the students are responsible
for their own property losses.
diplomq cover that I plan to below it, have still riot been the two occupants of the room,
allowed
to
return,
according
to
.
according
to
Chesney.
"They
According to Hoffman and
hang on my wall, it's the
Kim Billings of the UNH News have suffered enough at this , witnesses, the fire started while
diploma that I worked four hard
Bureau.
point," he said.
years for."
FIRE, page 7
The students from the·
According to Anthony
Jane Deery, a 1989
burned-out room, 114, and the
graduate, said, "When I ~eceived
one across from it could
the diploma in the mail, I
pessibJy be pack in those rooms
thought the real one was still to
within one week, according to
come. I can't believe that this is
Director of Residential
what. I waited four years for."
,
Programming Scott Chesney.
The rest of the 30 women
should be allowed to re-enter
.
,
their rooms by- 6:00 p.m. By Bob Durling
Wednesday, said Chesney.
Sprinklers, which could standpipe system required for
Until then, they're living with have prev~nted much of the high-rise buildings. The system
McLaughlin fire damage had has an empty pipe on the
friends and in other dorms.
One student was treated the dorm been equipped with outside of the dorms hooked
for smoke inhalation at them, are conspicuous by their up to each floor. In case of fire,
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital absence in the majority of fire hoses are connected to the
and was released, according to dorms on campus.
pipes, and water is pumped in.
Ac cording
to
Billings.
John Outlets in staiiwells on each
The damage ·could have - Sanders,
Director
of floor allow the water to be
been worse, said UNH Deputy - Engineering Services, only the quickly directed where needed.
Fire Chief Michael Hoffman. Undergraduate Apartment
Hoffman
said
that
"Due to the speed of the fire, it Complex, the mini-dorms, sprinklers are not required by
could have been a fatal fire if it Congreve South, Smith, and law for most of the dorms on
Fairchild are equipped with campus. A three-story wood
had occurred at night."
Hoffman said the probable sprinklers.
frame structure would have to
"Sprinklers would have have sprinklers, he said, but
cause of the fire was a hot plate
under - the bed in the room . helped trem~ndously," said apparently the dorms don't
where Kim .Heinz and Nicole UNHDeputyFireChiefMicl).ael because . of their brick
Breede resided. He said . the Hoffman. "With them, it construction.
residents mentioned that the would've been just a mattress
Installing sprinklers in
hot plate didn't always tum off fire."
every dorm would also be quite
Stoke, Williamson and costly, according to Hoffman.
when switched off, so they
usually unplugged it. Hoffman Christensen have a drv
1
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Fire scorches McLaughl in Hall

Thirty residents displaced by first-jldor blaze

Flame~fighting sprinkler
systems 'are absent in many
dormitories on catnpus
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Bids night fetches fun-filled evening for new pledges
By Pamela-J. De Koning
In the UNH tradition, the
seven sororities made their
biannual Journey Friday night,
stopping at each fraternity to
celebrate the selection of 500
new Greek pledges.
Though bids night remains
a tradition for UNH Greeks,
recent versions reflect the
current trend in UNH Greek
. life - a calmer, changing
fraternal system, according to
Mike
Sciola,
Greek
Coordinator. '
Since Sciola's arrival two .
years ago, bi's night has evolved
from a "drinking marathon," to
a more responsible celebration,
he said. "There were no problems that we're aware of, there
were just a lot of happy people."
With Tau Kappa Epsilon's
suspension last semester,
along with the closing· of Pi
Kappa Alpha this s·ummer, the
approach to fµn has changed
for Greeks, according to Mike.
Desmarais, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon president. "People are
much more responsible. We
realize we have to follow the
social policy - it's not a wild
drinking party anymore."
TKE was suspended by the .
Universi.ty in February for
alcohol violations, and then
evicted from their house in April
for fire code ·v1olatlons. Pike

was closed this swnmer by its
alumni as a result of the
chapter's financial situation,
said Sciola, though he has
received no confirmation from
Pike's alumni.
The current Greek social
J>Qlicy require;$ each house to
have four designated sober
members, limits attendance to
greek members and registered
guests, and restricts alcohol
availability to those 21 and
older.
Though the policy has
changed bids night dramatically, Sciola says his program
is not an anti-fun campaign,
but ah anti-risk crusade. "The
presidents, don't have to worry
about going to jail the next
day," he said. Delta : Zeta
President. Heather Carr agreed,
"Our liability isn't as strong
because people are working
together about being more
cautious about their actions;"
she said.
Sciola visited three
fratematies Friday night, Sigma
Beta, Acacia, and Lambda Chi
Alpha, he said . . While he did
not card those present, he said
the social policy appeared to be
in force at all three houses.
Though the IFC inspected
only three · h~uses, rumors
about undercover police offi.-

cers kept Greeks on their toes.
Captain Michael Golding of the
Durham Police neither denied
nor confirmed the rumors but
said the department has used
both male and female
undercover officers in the past.
Under the social policy, aj.l
those entering fraternitie s
Friday night shoulq have been
carded and members of Greek
houses, minimizing the risk of .
undercq_verofflcers, said Sciola.
Though bid's night has
been successful and withou t
incident the last two semesters,
Sciola would like to begin a
new tradition; possibly next fall,
he said.
Working with suggestions
from alumni, he wo1=_1ld like to
see a catered·affair in the Fieid
House or Snively Arena with
top notch entertainment. "I'd
like to have some good Boston
bands and an entire celebration
for the whole system," he said.
While Greek's have
adapted the bi's night tradition
to reflect changing standards,
a complete scrapping of the
night seemed unreasonable to
many. "As long as people
continue to be responsible and
follow the social policy, I see no
need for further change," said . Alpha-Tau Omega was just one of the many UNH :fraternities
Desmarais.
and sororities celebrating Bid's night last Friday evening.
(Mike Pamham, photo)
·

NATIO NAL
Nazi symbols
publically painted
Wellesely- Messages of anti-semitism and racial
hatred were found painted in Wellesely Square
Sunday night, the eve of the Jewish holiday ofYom
Kippur. These chilling mesages were found in at
least 20 locations in the area. ·
·
"Adolph lives" and "Nazi Youth" were two ofthe
messages painted on the buildings, cars and streets.
Other messages included, "I Hate Niggers, Jews, - ·
Chinks and Spicks, "Hitler's Children," and "The
Final Solution."
Sunday's rampage ·comes after a summer of
increased incidents ofvandalism and graffiti against
Jewish people in Greater Boston. Along with other
incidents in July, vandals desecrated a synagogue
and Jewish center in Marblehead. In August,
bomb threats were made to a New Bedford Jewish
.Center.

Serial Killer feared -in
California
Oakland, California (AP) - Six women with
police records for. prostitution and drugs have
been killed in little more than two -months, and
some prostitutes are convinced a serial killer is at
1
work.
Police Captian Jim Hahn said it was too early
to know whether a serial killer was involved with
the deaths. No pattern has emerged in the method
of deaths. One victim was hanged, two beaten and
three were shot. The body of the most recent was
found hanging from a tre·e.

NEWS BRIEFS

Earthquake shakes
California -desert

Durham celebrates
Leif Ericson

Palm Springs, California - The second minor
earthquake to hit the Southern California desert in
three days shook the remote San Jacinto mountain
range Sunday, but no damages or injuries were
reported.
The quake me.isured 3.0 on the Richter scale and
was centered 23 miles south of Palm Springs, said a
spokesman 'for the California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena.

More than 90 Nordic culture enthusiasts
gathered in downtown Durham on Sunday for the
13thannualI.eifEricsonParad e. They honored the ·
man who discovered the North American continent
many centuries ago.
The parade appeared to be a success, as
marchers walked a mere 25 feet from the Durham
Launder Center to ·the finishing point, Young's
Restaurant. Many of the marchers were dressed in
Scandanavian outfits and were carrying
Scandinavian flags. Some students were able to
make it for the parade's start at 6:30 a.m.

Protesters oppose
proposed incinerator

1,500 to 2,000 protesters formed a human link
. along the Fore River Bridge in East Braintree last
Sunday. Th-is human link was created in opposition
to the development of a proposed hazardous-waste
incinerator, to be located near the bridge.
Nearly 20 public officials spoke out against the
project at the protest. they Joined citizen groups in
arguing that smokestack emissions and truck exhaust
from the $42 inillion incinerator would add to the air
pollution in the heavily industrial area. The plant,
proposed for completion in 1994, would be the first
hazardous waste incinerator in the state.

N. Hampton -~an kills
neighbor and self
A North Hampton man,, Allen Shackiey,
killed a 15-year-old neighbor then. sI?-ot himself to
death. A former neighbor of ~Ben Shackley
remembered him as a friendly, quiet young man
who was always polite.
,
Shackley "has had _a drug problem" and
apparently was treated for it at a ]:\Jew Hampshire
hospital in 1984, but it was not cleat if the drugs
were the cause of the killing. He was out for targ~t
practicewithahuntingrifleSun dayand"something
agitated him while he was out," McCausland said,
spokesman for the state Department of Public
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Fire Prevention Awareness Day sparks_
the flame -of accident interception
·,

By Alyssa DeVito
Parents an,d children herfathersald, "It's neat. They're
gathered at the Mill B,oad Plaza using real people in the car."
Sunday to participate in the
"Our role is to assist the fire
first annual Fire Prevention · department," said Scott Ellis,
Awareness Day in Durham.
paramedic;
, ':'(Their) "Basically, this is the responsibilities include patient
kickoff for Fire Prevention care-removal, stabilization,
Week," said Corey Landry, treatment, and immobilization
firefighter EMT.
-of the patient," said Ellis.
National Fire Prevention
"The public doesn't see this
Week runs October ,8-14.
very much. · There is a
Landry, coordinator of the tremendous amount ofeffort and
event, began planning the manpowerinvolved. The training
event two and a half months is extensive," said Ellis. "We_are
ago.
_
trying to inform people as
as
.. All area departments safety goes to prevent accidents ·
usually have, something going · from happening. This has.be.e n
on,"saidLandiy. Thisyearthe_ stressed i,t1 the presentation
departments-coordinated their today."
efforts . to _create this event,
Theeventwhichwasmainly
, according to Landry.
geared towards chldren,
The afternoon began with featured many booths and
the extracation of three presentations.
There was a telephone so
retty soon those pretty multi-colored l~aves are going to fall individuals from a car. The
rescue team offirefighters fllld · that _children could practice
ff, and all we'll be left with are lots o_f tree trunks · and
paramedics went to work · calling the dispatch line.
r.anches ...Not to mention cold weather ... brrrrrrr ..... and
immediate_
ly using the jaws of Children also received a bag of
now!!!! Yeah!!! (File photo)
life in the process.
treatsforshowingthefirefighter s
"We wanted to show our that they knew how to "stop,
capabilities
a rescue crew. drop, and roll," an important
People need to see what the safety technique when clothing
department has for tools and· catches on fire.
safety systems," said F.F.Other de.µ10nstrations ·
EMTA crew chief Frank included a fire which audience
Educates community about careers and progress Hammond.
members were called on to put
Amy Howell, an 11 year - out with fire extinguishers.
·
old Lee resident who came with
Captain Tom Richardson

far

Marine_science event proves
to be "a popular affair"

as

explained to · the crowd that
"each firefighter Jumps off the
truckwearing$3,000 wortbof
equipment. They are dre~sed
up in their gear (today)
primarily for the benefit of
young children, who are often
frighteneq at the- sight of the
aparatus."
Today, however, seemed
to be different as children
flocked to the firemen who were
on all fours.
;
"This is great-we're
attracting a lot of people," said
Landry.
Many
organizations
vol un tee red their time to
display safety demonstrations:
The Durham Fire Department,
with help from the Durham
Ambulance Corp and UNH
dispatch, worked to make this
a
success.
Local
establishments such as Burger
King, Martin's, Dominoes, and
Smitty's towing services
donated . money and gifts for
the children.
"I
brought
my
grandchildren to get them out
of the house today,-" said
Margory Clark of Durham.
"They've go~ten all kinds of
goodies and learned something
about fire safetey at the same
time.

/
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_Eas t .Berlin pro tes ter s ·
arr este d ,
East Germa n dissid ents annou nced yester day
. that 560 people had.be en arreste d over the weeke nd
in East Ber.µn, as protes ts and pollce assaul ts on
demon strato rs were report ed across the nation .
Last Sunda y marke d the centur y's 40th
birthd ay celebr ation. The East Germa n televis ion
read an official statem ent coveri ng the protes ts in
Berlin . •Last night hoolig ans attemp ted to distur b
the celebr ation," it said. "In cobper ation with the
Weste rn media , the hoolig ans gather ed ..... and
chante d anti-s tate slogan s."

Isr ael _reJ ect s Egy ptia n
pea ce talk s
'·

The Israeli cabine t rejecte d Egypt ian President-Hozni Mubar ak's offer to host Israeli -Pales tinian
peace talks. The cabine t decisio n cut across both
th~ leftist Labor Party and the rightis t Likud bloc,
the two larges t partne rs in the coalition govern ment.
The .coaliti on govern ment has turned to the Bush
admin istrati on 'to save the partne rship.
_Both partie s: suspen ded politic al bargai ning ·
Sunda y aftern oon, along with other Israeli actMt y, ·
in order to mark the beginn ing ofYom Kippu r, the
holies t day of,Jud aism.

-

Pop e vis its Kor.e a .:

Lat via see ks ·ind epe n~e nc~

Seoul (AP) - Pope John Paul .II ''bhalle nged
South Korea 's presid ent yester day to move. his ·
countr y toward full democ racy, -then prayed for
Sovie t _L atvia's Popul ar front move ment
for
day
reunif ication of the penins ula at an outd<>C!r Mass·
yester
appro ved an ambit ious plan
.
attend ed by 700,00 0 people.
indepe ndent stateh ood. The plan was approv ed by
a · world
of
lic
symbo
is
"Tiie Kore~ n nation
l, 152 voting delega tes to the Popul ar front, a front
an_d .
peace
one·tn
e
becom
to
aple
yet
not
t
and
d
bigges
divide
consis tin~ of ~00,00 0 memb ers. ' It is the
JS
_,Koreru
the
Mass
the
at
Paul
John
said
ics.
,"
republ
justice
.
Baltic
the
challen ge so far to Moscow from
Mass
or
outdo
the
at
crowd
The congre ss also called for the demili tarizat ion· , attend ed. The __vast
waved white Korea n flags and wept :is the pope
of Latvia and for close coope ration with Lithua nia.
tes
Delega
ics.
arrived at the immen se aspha lt plaza in South ern
republ
and Estoni a, two other Baltic
·
Seoul.
said they would take econo mic and politic al
measu res to form indepe ndent econom ic ties with
'
. other Soviet republ !cs.

H~ gar ian
con 1m uni sts hol d firm
Buda pest (AP) -. Hard- line Hung arian
comm unists annou nced on Sunda yth~t theyw(?uld
not Join the new refonr iist Hunga rian Social ist
Party. They claim they will b:y to maint ain a party
dedica ted to rµaint amtng an orthod ox comm unist
.
system in Hungr uy.
congre ss
party
a
at
.
tes
delega
of
ty
A majori
worke rs
st
~~iali
rian
Hunga
unist
comm
the
voted
party out of existe nce Saturd ay renoun cing It's
policie s. The old party's 700,0 0 memb ers, down
from ·nearly 800,00 0 at the beginn ing _of the year~
have until Octob er 31 to de.clare _their allegiance to
,the new party.

·Sri Lan kan Gu eril las
-kid nap jou rna list s

Colombo, Sri Lanka. (AP) __; Tamil Gueril las
abduc ted 18 Journa lists last . week from their
newsp aper office and said they would be ·put to
work on a new Tamil .p ublic~ tion, a reporte r, who ,
fled the raid said yester day. One of the journa lists said that on Thurs day ·
the gueril las burst into the Jaffna offices of
Eelan adu. Sri Lanka 's oldest Tamil -langu age
newsp aper. He-wa s one of the flvejo umalis ts,that
escape d.

'\.
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·T uesday, October 10

Plant Science/Forestry Scholarship Deadline-.Applications
ln Suzanne Booi;;ka's office, Taylor Hall.
·English Dept. Book Sale- Hundreds of new and used books.
Proceeds to benefit Lindberg Scholars}lip- Fund. Foyer, Hamilton Smith, 9 a.m. to 4· p.m. ·
-I
--

I

Asian Studies.Seminar-Allen Linden, Dept. of History,
-"Western Influences on Ghil)ese Education, 1895-1928," ·
Hillsborough Room~ MUB, 12:30 p.m.
Men's Tennis- vs. Providence. Field House, 3:30 p.~.
Women's Tennis- vs. Col_by. Field House~ 3:30 p.m.
Earth First Road~Show- Sponsored by NH _Outing Club.
Entertainment. education, and inspiration witli Roger
Featherstone bringing Earth First'~ vision of increased
wilderness and environmental awareness. Horton, 7 pm. .
$2 c;Ionation suggested.
. , F~culty Lecture Series - "Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Happiness: America's Modest Revolution," John Kayser, .
associate professor of political science. Alumni Center, 7:30
pm. ~ther lilodularbuild~g ~Jpuar·to thiTas. Center has been erected at the 'Leavitt Service '
~-Center Oli the outskirts c,lcampus. (Ed s'a'wyer, phote>.) . .
~ ... ' -,..
.
'

•

. -

I •

Wednesday.~ October'll .,

I

r...:'::, .::~

tUNH ·to spend $160,000 on trailers

1Plans to_ reasign central office space by ·relocating departments' •
;: By -Eileen McEleney
_
In an effort to provide
The Research Depar14\ent,_ ·. ~yesore, as it is o'utof view ahd
_,:; faculty with needed room which is in charge of fm':iding' _Wit)iout aesthetic proble~s. :· ·
$30,000dollarshavebJen ~centrally located on campus, for research concerned with
f the UNH administration has federal, state, and private · appropriatedtolandscape,,aii:c:i't granted $85,000 towards an industry, willtaketheirvacated renovatethemodule,.saidAzzi.
* m~ule (trailer) which is now · place on the second floor.
Azzi added that trees will
JJ9~~fl~~~,.g.J:t.~!YJ~!:j9fA;. ;:;•~:-1:~.)l'" ?.;~n:l~_iii;~l½IJt~i~!~~;" ,. Jr~ Pl~~-~'!~~~~~ ,\1:!;,.1~0~~€:-..
,J~r; Jalmost ,a -mile ,,from · Th- .. bIJ,ildmgs. , We:,;Iiav:~,.to. clQ fhe. .. (o scr¢en It;Jmd illei:e wtlrbe~ "'-_
:"empsoh ~ajl. T:his appropria-, .b est with the fe~ re~ources we --· five-foot him, a raised l~vef ~{ .
.ti ion will make availaple val_u- have .avail.;ible," said Azzi:· _
'· land,' along the toadsicl~;- ::i:-': ·
:'abJ~$,~~G.e to <iepa_~ fn~s t?~t ' . . "This [tq~ .11}?.qW~] is,~ure ·j? 11: .. >. "I'~ s:ure at,,S~Ille·.,eoint: ~::~an ~xis.-t on the outskirts of the to be the most cost effective . there will be plan~ to conistrucf·
/u_ni\'ets~ty. .
option," saidJ. Gregg Sanborn, permanent se-rv;ices," said.·
Accbrding to Victor Azzi, dean of s,tµdents. , ·, .
_ .
Sanborn. · -_ _ , . _
.,., · ..
·:/~ire.ct~i;:: of campus planning,
Accqiidirig _tb Sanborq,.the:' _ "''
rtiov~
been ~·
Q~A¢
;facHlty
-s ,ervic~s modules were less expensive discussed for ten 'years, said
iPe'f~r_t:ment, which had thananyattempttoleasespace Jo}:ln Sanders, dire~tor of
t Pr~ytoµ~ly been located above in the area.
:-;.~ngtneeJ"!ng ~~~~ces ,·for, ·•~ tqe ,;
Jtluf UNH fire department,
Thetotalcostoftheproject Facility 'Sezyice$ Department.
·•::v~funteeredtomovetothe,naew will amount to $160,000
· "I don't see it [the move]
( l9'.9ation. The dep~rtm«?'nl, dollars.-and thef~nds a(e tobe . ~~ a pz;obl~m," ~aid Sanqers. ,-"'.}which i; is charge of campus, taken from therenov:ations.a nd-, _ , _Sanqers. believes thatthe :.
-'.f~~qlislrU:Ction, wilh·ct>mpJete '\:,repaj.rs sectionQftheuniv~rsity -~--, moves wiH -be berteficia:1 ,· to ;
liy t,udget, said Azzi . ~ . ,lf . . .
o,p.e ratio-ri$ ; wi_thtn ·;\the __;:
J tJi':~'i); -,H relocation
:(O¢;t~D¢:f115th.
Both Sanborn and Azzi department because of the~
' -t Tf:t~re are faculty memb~rs assert that the module, which proximity to the site ofthe new
.,, fu~t be~d this office space, as is located by Channel Eleven dorm. "It'll be up there where
_ ',._ th_~r~ -i~ little available within and the Fish and Game everything-is happening,,; said .
,the ~aill,pus core, sa~d Azzt · '· Department-: will not ,be an, "Sanders.

Womens' Studies B~g -I:;unch -- Informal disc~~~ions. ,·
Hillsborough Room, MUB, noon to 1pm.
Men's Soccor -vs. Dartmouth. Field House, -3 pm.
-

c_. ·

-If~;a.

t4it }i;~

I

I?if,rham,police de~cribe
. da~tardly ,d()ings , ., ," . ,

~'

Durham Police -arrested: . occurredoverthewee~end.The ~
, two men over the weekendfor- driver's .winpow ·: of'-~ Patsuµ i
,_ in9ec(!nt exposure. Andrew N. . 210, owned by Kathleetl
" Towers:, 20, and Samuel P. · McPhee 'was ~mashed in. -The
," Jacksdn, - 19, were, ;rrested . incident 'occurred at·:Yoting, ·
'. Satt.trday night. NeitherToWers ' ' Drive on Sunday... ' ' •, '
·_:- n§t~aQkson are UNH students.
$eyeral alcohol violations
.'.'.. :- J~lfrey W. Garretson, 20, bylJNHstudentsalsooccµrred ·

c:>:vei;- the ~eekend. Jason. T. Williams, 20, and Michael K.
Threlfall, 20, were arrested for ,_
unlawful possession of alcohol.
Thomas .R. Groleau, 2_1_', w~ "

~

represent its col~giate travel ~·
_

~

r_,._·.:J..

~
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'. "\.''-,

·Fi¢ld H6c~~y - vs. D~rtmouth~ New HampshiieHafi,. 3:30· •

·pm·. -. _-,_-·:: - -- -

-·. .

- .

. . .

. ~- ~. _,. --_:·

7

-Film - "Classified People." -(3 - part filni series) -~ ·s es ·the :
luna~y of tht classificatiof! system in South Africa-, -:1· _·
·1c1~~:s ~g· every per&Qn as,:fither white, Indian, colqre,d ~-b~ ·,\
bla~Jc.· "Waysmeet Protestant Student.Center, 15 M~ Rd~.(7\
pm.
·:,_.;__,·_:, ··_,·_""_.,,_~-;_t_=_::.3.·::_:··

·> .-:.'

-, -

,Thursday, October 12

"- ·
. r.'

,.

,k\h:e, ·}·

Earth .~cierice Colloquium - "Trac.e· M~fal Recycling
qreat ~es," Dr. David Long, Uniyersity·of"Michigap. ,Roo :·
119, James~ p~,
~·

J>' \-

Mui3, 7

_Mus6·Fihn Seri~-s - "Th~ Ac:cused... Strafford Roo~and 9:30 pm.
.;, ,,·

·.!

:

University Theater - "The·Foreigner." Johnson Toe! ter;lv. '
pm. '• •' ..
'
. ''}-:; ~' :1.r·
. Fridar, October l;J

Parent:s Weekend - Infoqnation_:862-1001
W;omeri's Network Breakfast : :- "Mentoring - Is It Foi{ Us ?" ,'
Katherine . ~nerguess, Mgr. Human Resources .& o ·o niia
,Meliµ?,"Ps:y;chol~gist, U;'JH Counseling ap.d testing. -.. caqbn/
Belknap _Rm., M,UB, S--9:30 am. Info.: Women's CQi:rimissio

· Vacations On yOUrCampUS for\
: -

surveys ConuRtlj],icaticins Disorders - Dr. Fred i.eW,ls ln\litt':s
:parents to sit in on his clas~. Room 17, Spauldingtl,ife ·,: '
: , sac_iences J;3ldg., ,1 -2 pm.
,-. ",

.t

:,,'Coun~.-~_~t Bro_,o~IY_,~, NX:1.;1:~~6{_~~
i'·•_

,),\ Durfy.fl:ID :.: _,PoH~e .•. ·a re _,. , h~nd'citatipns, ,~d are due ·to; _, '\,

.~;t::~g_!~~~!i:~:1:~~
:~!.t\::t·.;:";~:!_~:::t;~~:~~::i.~":. .- ~~:- _

·

:National traveliog a~d .
~
·
·,
···
-~
marketing co. see~s'highly ' -~ _ Operi .HciU:se - Commttn:icatfon;~rns·ord~rs-for -parerits tp
vislt~ G(ound floor, Paul Arts, noon to 4 pm.
·
'motivated in.dividuals,_,t_o_·-,.
~ .

SKI &SPRING BREAK ·N ~
:,
· · 0
._·experience necessaru. Will- ~
'1
~
' train. Call:718-855-7120 or ~
' :',-6~t~~lil!t~th~~rrcr ·• ¥::;'1~~-~~ii't;~~:,.::?:l . ·• Campus Vaca!iops;26/ •
·,· wa$ ~!jested Saturday ·night
for prohibited sale· in addition
· · tc/ ;;rnoise violation. The UNH
: : f-r~s~_a n was released 'on a
i~ barid citation and ts due to be

•ft'

HIGH EARNINGS ,
', . FBEE TRIRS. ,,:.:~

';;;fJ:!!:!::fa,tiO~~ commonoccurance '

- -~

.

N~tlhnal Coming Out Day - A day of celebration and coming:
out for Lesbians, Gays and Bisexuals. Information table _in ~MUB during day. "Sharing Our Sto~es." .G ay men and
j
Lesbians share their coming out experiences. Carroll Roomi
'."\F' , ..
-•-:
·,. - ,
. ·:,: •.,r·--1:-<" -';'.>c:
-}
'Ml::JB~·3·-~4:30 pm.

0

Y

::: "

University Theater - "The,For~~gner." -~ohn~on Theater,.
10:30 am. and .7 pm.

·
-~
.·~- ~~~~~......~"'♦-,~~~~~~~
. '.>

Field Hockey - vs.1:f~_ss. 1 N~w Hampshire Hall, 2:30 pQJ.;'
Gourmet Dinner - Granite Stat~ Rm, MUB, ' 6:-30 pr.h.". ·
Faculty Concert Series - Robert stibler, trumpet, John .
Skelton; . organ. · Br~tton Rec~ital J:Ia)J,
Paul Arts,8 t :(i\-~ .·;.~< ' .. :••.:. :.·\ ·.
·'
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.lf s0Il1eone create d a :birth contro l 'p_ill for men would you use it?
1

/.

,

_r

.. ,

"Yes wfthlwo ccmclitions. ·, on'e
'being tq~t it was scientifi~ally
proven not to have side effects,
and the second being I was .in a
position where it w;is necessa:ty ·
to take it."
1

Bill Mautz
Psychology
Senior

"Depends if I needed·tt and
how it would effect my bodily
functions.-"

"No, I wouldn't For -guys
what the¥ have now I think .is fine; condoms or if you know
what you're doing. The pill for
women works fine."

Briah Skippy McGowan
Business Administrat ion
Senior

Richard D'Avolio
Communica tions
Junior

· ''Yes~. I'd love to because I don't
think that.the burden of birth
:-control should falLsolely.on the
· shoulders of women.'.'. 1 .

BanyEaton
Busin~ss Administrat ion/English
Sophomore

Ji[},]~
~©©M~ · .o
. Starri ni:

Jodie Foster
Kelly McGil lis

THURSDAY
7:oo ·,- · AN'D g·:30·
STRAFFORD ROOM in the MUB
students $2
Non~_
Students $1

I

PRESENTED b ·

,
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.FIRE

continue d·from ·J);age•- 1 .·

wing and alerting residents.
The dorm fire alarm sounded
as she was doing this.
According to Hoffman, the
fire dispatcher received the
~~arm at ·2:24 p.m. The fire
(rucks, 'some of which were at
we·ek
Safety
Fire
a
presentatioµ at the Mill Road
· Plaza, arrived . at the· s-c;ene
within fourminutes, according
· to Chesney; ·
Kelly Doody, a McLaughlin
'
. basement.resident, said when
she first heard the alarm, she
believed "it was just · a drill."
· But she soon thought
differently. ' "Smoke . was
pouring out of everywhere,"
she said.
Terri Fahey, a. first floor
resident of McLaughlin,. was
awakened by the alarm and

--

ices
. -·,_ tsJot
I1-------,------------------------------.1

left the domi only after she
GENERAL
realized it wasn't a drill ...All we
could $ee from the front was
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: We are aboutsmoke pouring out of the top of
_
giving and receiving support, building
the building... The fireman went
.
alt
to
Open
fun.
having
and
friendships
to the back, knocked out sorne
info,
more,
For
people.
non-UNB
and
UNH
the
windows, then opened up
· call (207)439-3995. Tuesdays, Resource ,
front doors."
Room, 2nd Floor,
. Fahey added that smoke
Health Services, 8 p.m.
po~red, from every part of the'
dorm.
"The place . smells like a . GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: A non-profit
organization offering good food for sale at
campfire no\v," Fahey said. :"It
good prices. October is National Coop ·
totally stinks."
Month, ono-members may shop at .10%
· Fahey said that she was
off. Wednesdays, Hubbard dHall
kept out of the dorm from 2:00
Recreation Room, 4:30-7 p.m.
to 7:30-p.m. Both students saj.d
jobs.
excellent
the fire.m en did
PIZZA DAY: Sponsored by Hil_lel- UNH's .
A total of 31 firefighters
Student Organization. For all
Jewish
responded to the fire: 17 from
with Jewish interests.
students
Dover,
Durham, seven from
Wednesday,- October 11, Tin Palace
four from Newmarket and three
(downstairs Joung), 6:30 p.m., $2.
from Madbury.

-

ALCOHOL POISONING: Tuesday, October
10, Lounge, McLaughlin Hall, 7 p.m. ·
BE1WEEN YOU & ME: Developing a
healthy and loving relatio~ship. Tuesday, ·
October 10, 9th floor extension, ·
Christenson Hall, 9: 15 p.m.
BIRTH CONTROL: Wednesday, October 11,
Basement, Fairchild Hall, 7 p.m.

STRESS MANAGEMENT: Wednesday,
October 11, 2nd Floor, IStoke Hall, 8_:30
p.m.
MEETINGS

MEDIEVAL RECREATION CLUB MEETING: Final meeting for playing Talisman and
planning for our quest. NPC charac~ers will
be chosen; Tuesday, October ~ 0, Grafton
. )
.- . _
Room, MUB, 6-9 p.m:

STIJDENTS FOR CHOICE: Help keep
abortion safe and legal:_Mondays, Room
214, Hamilton Smith, 7:30-~ p.m.
HARVEST MOON AMERICAN INDIAN
SEMINAR: Sponsored by Native American
Cultural Association. Guest speakers and
exhibits fwm across northern New
England will be ·presented on a v~riety .of
Native American Indian topics tanging
frotn tipi life, etiquette and customs to
traditional and contemporaiy dress.
Saturday, October 28, Hamilton Smith,.
. ,noon to 5 p.m., free (donatioris accepted).

19,278 to choose from - all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC , or COD

- - aqnq;l~~~;9a~~2
Or, rush $2 .00 to: Essays & Reports .

11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN. Los Angeles . CA 90025
Custom research also availabl~~aD_levels _

•

DEBATE SOCIElY MEETING: For all
~embers and th~se wishing to join· or find
out more about the society. Wednesday,
Room 4 L Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
PROJECT VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: .The goal of Project Volunteer is
to promote campus-wide volunteerism .
Tuesday, October 17, Rm. 128, Hamilton
Smith, 7 p.m.

) '

PHYSICAL EDUCATION CI.ASSES: Notice
to all students registered for second-half
activity classes in the Department o{
Physical Education. Classes begin on
Monday, October 23 and on Tuesday;
October 24.

HEY BUDDY!
Here's Y9ur

·Picture Personal !

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER: The WRC
is a newly established organization
dedicated to educating all students on
women's issues. We welcome everyone to
attend our weekly meetings. Thursdays, ·
Check at Info Center for Room, MUB, 7:30

p.m ..

HEALTH

I got it at

rm.llOBMUB-

ACOA SUPORf GROUP MEETING: Fridays,
Room 201A Conference Room, 2nd Floor,
Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m.

BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Students for .
Choice. Lots of goodies for an important
cause. Mondays, Outside the Mub Pub,
9:30 a.m.- 2 p.m., or until everything is
gone.

ESSAYS &
REPORTS

.The
· New, Hampshire

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS:
Closed meeting- open to those "who ,have a
desire to stop drinking" only; closed Step
meeting on Friday. Monday thru Friday,
Rm. 20 lA, Conference R<;>om, Health
Service Center, noon:.. 1 p.m.

\

..,,,_..,__ .,ir,,
:dff\JY

;: I

••4.,_i: )

(QNLY $10)
...

WRITE FOR
THE NEW HAMPSHI RE.

BE A REPORTE R.
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By Kristi Sudol ,:;-:
~

~~·1;

I ha~~--i newcar. Well, not; brand new car. In fact,
. it isn't eyen new to me. I got it at the, beginning of the
~ _- slllliiner; And I guess it was new a long time ago-,,1 2 years .
•'. ·ago. I have:a bomber. A blue '77 Nova Hatchback bomber to
·. be exact.· ,
l}nd Isfo~·t exactly own it either... my dad does. He
·· bought it fot.me, knowing that I'd be living off camp'u s this
· year. Now I-really hate accepting money from my parents:,., especi~JyJ wg~ sums. But I had no real trouble accepting
" my daq~s:;offer tq buy this "great deal of a car" he found last
. ·May. I ~as a bit skeptical when he told me its make and year,
:; but.wheels are wheels. I thought ofhow great ofa convenience
· it w0uldbe; I wouldn't have to ride the bus. And I could go
. home to work at this awesome, profitable place I worked at
this summer. I could go to the mall in my spare time. I could
go to the beach when the weather gets warm. .
Dad wanted me to see it before he bought it. Dad
·· said' it was sturdy and very safe for me; "his little girl", to
. drive. I remember my first reaction: man, it .was big. I'm
· talking boat-sized. But I pushed those thoughts away,
thinking how nice it would be driving to my classes and
. driving righthome after th~tn. And then I drove it: It was still
big. I had, !g~ndJ:!!!'-l;?X.~_k e ~aal thr<;>ugh tl;i~~fl99r-tq get-the
__car to slow down. I told myselfit had character. It wasn't that
bad. It would get me from one place to another. And it would
be so coolto have a car I could call "my own." I gave Dacl the
.
go ahead to.buy it.
It started to fall apart in June. The radiator bl~w on
my way home from work one day. The window roller-downe r
knob fe~l off, and there is no way to put those babies back
on without a blow torch. Smoke puffed from the exhaust
pipe every time I started it up in the morning. And the
muffler fell off on way to a vacation in Maine. I figured I was
cursed, a Jinx. This sturdy "great buy" my dad found wouldn't make it to Labor Day.
But Dad had 'faith. He wanted this car to live. He
had it fixed.washe d it, waxed it, and even filled the monster
with a full tank of gas on occasion. Dad went cruising in it
on Sunday mornings, blasting Fats Domino on the radio ,
· and the · dog hanging out the window. He loved this
car... apparently more than I ever would. It even passed
ins'pectlon,, much to my surprise. I felt my curse lifting. I
-'-t hought there would be hope for my cool Nova after all.
. Getting around UNH is.very different than my initial
"awesome" thoughts. I have an A-lot permit, me~ing I have
to get there before 9:30 a.m. to get a parking space; I was
pretty lucky... l only had to park in Boulder field once, with
a hike and a half to class. And my boat isn't the easiest thing
to park. I've hit ~-- few shopping ' carts parking ·my car at ·
Shaw's-no cars though. And it took.me three .tries.to sb,lrt
it -this morning. I'm getting a little scared,that I'm Jiru<ed
again, and the engine ·will fall out one day on my way to
'
school.
· Don't get me wrong. I still love the freedqm my
"wheels" give me. I like sticking around on campus after the
last bus to Newmarket. And getting to Shaw's is a lot easier
when I don't have to bum a ride off my roommates. Cops
would rather stop my roommate speeding in her Audi than
•· me in my safe bomber. And who needs a U-Hall-to move with .
a Nova Hatchback? I could live in my car; ifs bigger than my
room in my house. And everyone thinks it is so cool that I
own a Nova-a real classic.
It'll do for now. _Dad says it will last me until
graduation. And then I can get a real car. A small car.
.

Kristi Sudol ts the Forum Editor for The New Hampshire.
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/.<,~ Putfo·~r.d~gree

INTERNSHIPS
.

.

~OR ALL MAJORS IJ~fWf\SHINQTON,

·tcfWork •
where.· it canllo
• ·world{: ,<d gQOd.

b.C:.

·It ,.......,.:,~,:. •~;~~::i~•·d~~:~~~eo~i .

·,:li~~l ··•.· :
_ -1 \

<'.

"'.;~~:,~;;~;~~;:~~~;

'

,

forget. 1·t's a learning experience everyone
. can ben·e fit from.

' ~'

.

··.

In · 5den,e o.r Engineering, Educatio.n,
__Ag~icl:llture, or . Health, Pea~~ Corps .pro- ·
_j~<;:ts.An developing ·c~~,!iJ.rj~J·-~~our:id the
. world -are .brirrging ·nelp where it's .rieeded.

If you're graduati'ng this year, look into a
unique opportunity to put your degree to
' work where it can do a worlq of good. Look
· into P~ace Corps.

INfO-~RMATION. S.ESS-ION .~ TONIG•i ir.·
:<Tuesday,·- Oct .10· .~__ ,_ 7-~-ph1'
-:Forum-, - ROOIJ'I; · D_·iamond -.- Library ,
., .

Campus Representative·~n ·wolff .House:
10-3pm.Monday- Thursday_.

862-1880

_, :.;,,:·:"'~A ~ ;r\x;::;~h,;'~gti-11~ c:ntl"r intern

.

"

rContact:

.JoAm Kelly
· McConne~I Hall
Room 120

.

(, ir al;i~ll·111ic "l'lllinar •audent ), you
h,l\:t, tht: ·
ch.inn· t11 tr\' 1111r what ,·11u\·l' hl'l'll
rl·a,lini::· al--, ,t;r _, i;:ainin1-: l;Xpl'rit:nce
whik ,·1111 w, irk in \'Ill.tr chost•n fidJ.
Yot,'11 ·i,,l. l'.lrnin).! c;1lkgl' C~l·Ji,r anJ
. l!Wl't in.i.; itnpi >rt.int _pt:11pk " 'all in the
· 1--u,y ht.·art<11f t~l' nation·\ capitul. ,
Washin}.!h 1n, .l \C.
cm J::l't .thl·.td. )'t,u'II

Phone: 862-3885
-THf

l!S .I

.

WASHINGTO.:
C'ENTER

Tht: Washin}.!tl 111 Center ca·n arr-ange
internship~ . in almost. every fidJ ·
im,i).!inahll', so whl'tht·r you~re in the
Arr . . ,,r _Z1l11.l11).!y·, C,,mmunicati11rfa 11r ·
Computers, we can finJ something to interest
you. We a'lso 1iffer heiring anJ 'enlightening two anJ
three week seminars Ill) se,·cral Jiffercn(suhjects: I

The w:1sh:~~gt 1111 ( :~•ntl'L U1n·

/

c,,_11; Wl'

~,l\'C

fur lnierwup5 IJ1ld
Academic Semmars

S\lllil~thmg g:,oJ to

tell you.

Hel~i:9i i :~~e~__ I4,00_0 -~?liege students for the past fifteen years . .
0

~

..

<f'H;-,:•-,;•

...

'•

'

_ ..

,,...•

---·

EATING RIGHT-IS HIGHLY,LOGICAL~ .Recommendatio:ns:
,
__, .-rEar"high.,.fiber foods, such as :fruits, .
vegetables,
whole grainproducts . Eatf~wer. _high-fat foods. Maintain normal body weight
· ' And Jive long an~ prosper.

ano

'

'

CALL THE AMERJ(AN_CANCER ~OCIEIY
Al 1-800-ACS-2345 FOR FREE ·

NUTRITION _INFORUTION. -,

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 70, 7989

80,000 PEOPLE GAVE ·
S0MOHING TO THE 1:15 THIS YEAR.
AND THEY CAN'T WAIT
TILL NEITYEAR TO GIVE AGAIN.
What they gave wasn't money:
...
_
It was time.
doing
They volunteered their skills to pe<>ple who needed help
1
their taxes. And it made them feelgreat.
They weren't necessarily arcountants . They were people, like you
and your club or group members, w-ho have a basic aptitude for math
.
· ·
and a desire to help others. · . .
You know,· you can make someone's tax season less taxing .
And you'll be amazed by the return you'll get from l)elping people
·
·
with what taxes them.
To find out about the free IRS training program that will teach you
~
and your organization the ins
~!~~~~e
A Public Service of !
and outs of preparing ·faxes,
'84//I Service
call 1-800-4.24-1040 now. ' · · -This Publication & ~ ln~ I

fJ~l\\

----BIG

FIRES .
START .SMALL

t~~ Alii\_ f!J);-, _
~~
_. ,w, .-,u
-..:Uoll'ffl
u
·
%19. OlfAnoNS

---- ,.

.

.

.

.

.

2 16 Lafayette Road ~ ..,,..___~ __.,.,_;,,
I

'

.

.

No rth Hampton, NH

KEEP MATCHES &LIGHTERS
IN THE RIGHT HANDS . .

This year more than
·300 people will die in
residential fires because
of chiidren playing with
((toys" that are not toys
at all! Store matches and
lighters out of the reach
of children.

i

u;) .,Nationaf Fire· Protection
Quincy, Massachusetts 021.69 .

. .~
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.
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.WE ARE LOOKING
FOR AFEW .GOOD
MEN AND WOMEN
.

/

/

LMT743
· . ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
/ WANTSYOU
. We ne~d juniors, seniors and graduate
students who are concerned·about the
environment apd want to help educate
teachers and young people about the · .
importance of NH's coast. Interested · ·
students must apply and be interview.ed for .
this class before registering. Cnatact the
.UNH Sea Grant Extention Office at
862-3460 for more info, s_oon!

Fox Run Mall, Newington, N~H. ·
436-1117
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WSB.E

The Foreigner
Written by Larry Shue . ,
Directed ~Y Douglas A. Cum,ming

.

October 6 & 7 at 8:00 P.M.
October 11 at 10:30 A.M.
October11 & 12at7:00P.M.
October 13 & 14 at 8:00 P.M.
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
Dufham, N.H.

,. con~inued
monies are applied to the
following semester," said
Simpson.
Sylvia Marple, .- another
member of the Scholarship

·P regnant?

General Admission: $6
UNH students, alumni;
and seniors: $5
For reservations
call (603) 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package
available at the New Engl~nd
-Center Restaurant

N _e ed Help?
Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center
FREE & C'ONFIDENTIAL
.
testtns

• pttgnancy

• coutllldlng & Information
· We
• pracdcal support

A Parents' Weekend Event!

Care!

HOfLINE 749-4441

Presented by the University of New.Hampshire Department of Theater and Dance

1989-90 Season

·90 Washington Street
Suite 306 B, Dover, NH

fr~,m page

1

\C ommittee, estimated that the businesses and organizations.
general range of money DeanRothwellexpressedmajor
amounts awarded this year was appreciation for donors and
between°$500 and $1,000. She said that t:lieir "concern with
also said that a few students recognizing excelle;nce in
students coincides with• the
won quite a bit more.
Lynn Keating, the winner · aims of the faculty."
Marple, who is a Lec.t urer
of the Sheraton Corporation
Scholarship, was awarded in _Hotel and Hospitality
$12,000 to be used over four - Services for" WSBE, said that
years for tui_tion. Keating, a "it's w<;mderful to know the
freshman.- w~s chosen from students are achieving and we
among incoming WSBE can .reward them."
According to Marple,
applicants based on the
(her) _ WSBE' rec.e tved over 300
of
~predi_c tion
contributions t~ the school and scholarship applications last
to the industry," said Marple. _fall. The 42 students honored
. Allofthe scholarships were Frtdaywere chosen from among
• made possible - through the applicants last spring and
donations from various the· money received from the
s~holarships was used to pay .
for tuition costs this fall. The
.ceremony was . held · _in
recognition of the students who
each r(!ceived a certificate an.d
a letter of commendation.·

from Boston

LONDON
ATHENS
CAIRO .
SAN JOSE C.R.
CARACAS

-- TQKYO ·

7
61
3
3

7

12
· SYDNEY
Taxes not included.Restrictio
apply.One way fares availabl
Eurail passes issued on the
_FREE Student Trave

nci

Boston .

Harvard

266-1926 497-1497 n5-

Classic designer clothing
. for men andwomen,
.·at savings of30%-50°/o

r
WhyWait
In line?
T1red of long lines at computer
center:-j~ You can ivC>id all that
by tenting an Apple Macintosh"' .
cofoputer. It's affordable (as little ·
a~ $3'.56 per
day*J. It's fast.
And it's 1:;asy.
So don't wait -re nt a Mac . from us! ·

University of
·Nqw Hampshir.e
BookstQre
Hewitt Hall, Durham, NH
Settlers Green Route -16 • North Conway, New Hampshire• (603) 356-9228

862-2140
1" 1 .\ l.•1~ 11111)",il , .... 1 1r. 1dl• lfl.1rl-. IH l" ll -.i:\1 11, :\p11il · 1 .,, 1111 1111t·1
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Order your college ring NOW. . :•
~

./.. JOSTENS ·
AM

ERIC

A

' S _ C O L L E G _E

RI

Date: Tues. 10/10-Tues. 10/17 . Time: 9:00-.5:00
·. Place: Town

N

G ™ _

'

Deposit Required: $40.00

and Camp_us, 64 Main St., Durham

I

.

"""""'Plan,-

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See·our complete ring selection
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· Slip Between

·

'

>t2 ffl TWO PRODUCTION .

· . ASSISTANTS
_·
>f!)PUB ·
·
PROGRAMMER -..

.>f.il A PLETHORA OF AREA
·

REPRESENTATIVES
AND PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS

·

·So, what are you waiting for?
Get involved in the entertainment
.aiternatives that MUSO brings, to your
~campus.Come by room 148 in the MUB £9r
. application and job descri);'tio_n .

•
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IU$0needs
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· All Seniors who Want their picture

.. in the year~ookmust sign-up c:lt .
The Grc)n1te ,rm. 125, MUB, · ...between Octobef° 16th and
Octo·ber 20th. The -_
portraits will
· begil1 October 23rd and will end
~November 10th-.

- ·~

. Any Questinns, Please-call 862~ 1599

REMEMBER: NO WALK-INS WILL B~ACCEPTED!
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Editorial
Student Senate resolutiOn is a joke
·However, the end result is like dining hall food;
Racism has seemingly been omnipresent actually said anything.
This resolution is the , equivalent of so many people remove the parts they consider
· of late. The Ku Klux Klan has apparently been
subtlely recTI1iting on campus aqd in Exeter. -saying, "We like sunny days, because they make unsavoiy that the end result is bland : and ·
unpalatable. _
'
~wastika$ have been painted .on MUB walls, and us feel warm and cozy."
There are specific problems on campus
most recently, racial slurs have been found
·This resolution stating the positive side
involving certain organizations whose id~ntities · of things is like the Christians in Roman times
spray-painted all over Wellesley, MA.
Most
New
Hampshire
and are obvious to all. Rather ·thari taking the issuing a statement saying, "We like the large
Ma.s sachusetts ~esidents find racism and bigotry enormous risk of insulting u.pstanding . felines that don't eat us in gladitorial combat."
to be aborhihable concepts; but the method by , organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan,
The Senate has done some noble things
which to dispel these pathetic emotions is much Skinheads and Neo-Nazis, the Student Senate this year, incltJding taking a veiy important
disputed. Should these sentiments be addressed instead decided to play it safe and issue a vague, · leadership role after the C9-mpus sexual assaults.
and then shot down, or should they be ignored, nebulousstatementthatwouldhurtthefeelirigs But this time, they've managed to weasel their
in hopes they go away, smothered by a lack of of no one.
way out of saying anything with any weight.
The idea behindthis bold rriove was not Senate resolutions are at best marginally
outcry?
The Student Senate of our fine university to state things in cl negative fashion, as in "We effective; .· they're posted in dorms on 'Senate
decided to take the matter ofracial discrimination . do not support those groups which don't support News' buUetin boards, they're in effect for one
into their own hands at Sunday's Senate meeting, integration, etc.;" that would be too effective and full year, and-then they're forgotten. But this
where the following bill was introduced by Alex concise. Rather , the creators of the resolution resolution has to take its place among the
·
Weill, of the Academic Affairs Committee, and wanted to put things in a ·non-n,e gative light, weakest of the past few years.
Sally Lange, of the Commuter/ Oreek Affairs , acc.e ntuating the positive, as it were.
It needlessly'pratses obviously beneficial
Committee:
.'
This is because the last thing the Student' concepts, while refusing to take a stand against
·
"Be it resolved by the Student Senate of Senate would want to do_is take the chance of a particular issue.
· the University of New Hampshire to encourage offending someone . . To guard against that
- At the end of the Senate meeting Sun9ay
those groups and activities which support and possibility, the resolution was put forth onJy night, the bill passed with 57 yeas and three,
promote unbiased integration, diversity, al).d 'after two days of discussion ·among the senate abstentions, and the senators all clapped equal opportunity to all members of the brain trust effectively neutered.it. It ended up vigorously as if they had . accomplished
being wqrded in such a generaliz~d., cloudy something.
University and beyond."
·
manner
that it couldn't possibly up~~t a so,ul.
"
This resolution would be nice, if it

Letters
KKK Police

live in his uniform 24· hours a
day. Unfortunately, I don't
believe it's realistic to .think
that racism is a sitch that one
- can um on or off at will.
Racism is birthed in
misunderstanding
and
iscflation.
Segregation
perpetuates a social climate
where" narrow-mindedness,
ignorance,
and
misunderstanding are allowed
to stand unchallenged. Hem~e.
people are unwittingly robbed.
of the opportunity to claim
thoses con.nections which are
fundamentally human to
human. In .this letter it is my
wish to stand in contradiction·
to those conditions which keep
us separated as brothers and
sisters sharing the world:
_
As a member of an
inter-racial family, I realize I've
had more opportunity to be
personally enriched by having
·persons of color- in my life .. I
wish Mr. Herman the same
opportupi ty.
Sincerely;
RickAgran

To the Editor:
As a Seacoast resident, I
found it disturbing that the
KKK appears to be re·cruiting
in 'the area. I was even more
dfsturbed to learn ,in "The
Boston 'Globe" that the KKK
hotline in ·Exeter is manned by
, a memeoer of the Exeter law
enf<;>rcement community; Tom
Herman.
In . summary, Mr.
Herman stated that he had
done nothing wrong by starting
his hotline and recruitme,pt
drive. Despite sonie of the calls
and protests oflocal community
, members he would not step
down from his job ih Exeter. ·I
suppose "wrong" is a relatively
subjective tenri . .
As a model. of law and
order, ceratinly Mr. Herman
has done nothing illegal. As a
model for the community, his
position as law enforcemept
officer and KKK recruiters tand
in direct conflict with · one ·
another. He has puthimselfin
an irresponsible position in
which he needs to_ make a
To the Editor:
choice.
Personally, I wquld
InresponsetoFriday's
encourage him to leave the law Forum article, ."A Learning
enforcement community. Mr. Experience", I would like to
· Herman intimates that while explain the circumstances
he is in uniform he sees no s,urrounding the Student
difference in people ofall 'coldrs. : 'Activity Fie Council '.s de,c ision
.Everyone gets a Jfair shake. Jf . :not to subsidize ·Uie Students
thatis really the ca·s e,,1 would . for choice proposed trip to the
encourage Mr. Herman to truly Noveniber 12th demonstration
-

SAFC '
response

I

"

. in Washington,.
First, it should be
understood that the members
of· the Student Activity Fee
Council have been entrusted
with the investment of every
. undergraduate student's
money and charged with the
task .P f o_nly spending that
money on programs which are

organizations to continue to decision. · It is this type - of
bringprogramsonsuchissues communication that rea:fllnns
to the council and trust their the validity of our method and
judgement · to
support encourage those individuals 1
accessible,
educational · and groups within the •UNH ·
programs of benefit to all community who are not bound
undergraduates at UNH. I to unbiased representation to
woulp like ~o thank U1e respond to Students for ·
membersofStudentsforChoice Chokes's call for support and
for their honest and open assure that their.voice is heard.
question,ing of the motives and
Slnce:rely,
_.
.i n the interest of, and accessible · priorities by which the Student
Jonathan
J. Garthwaite
to, every undergraduate ·
Student Activity Fee ·
student. Furthermore, to be ActivityFeeCouncilmakes this
Council Chair
'
fair, the members of this council
must by to be objective and to
make
decisions
as
representatives of the student
body ratherthari as hldividuals.
It is for these reasons that the
BOB DURLING. Editor-in-Chief ·
council was unable to apprbve
funding for this program. 1In
regards to accessibility, ,t hree GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor ; EILEEN MALLOY. Mana•g ing -Ec;:iitor
busestoWashingtonaresimpiy. KAREN:McDONALD . .NewHditor ·
TERRI DANISEVICH. News Editor
not accessible to-9300 students .KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor
JOHN _KELLEY'. Sports Editor
in Durham. As to ,t he nature of MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor
. BEN FRAZl~R. Photo ~ditor
QEBORAH HOPKINS. Arts Editor
BESS FRANZOSA, Arts Editor
th e issue itself, while _S t udents 'KRISTI
SUDOL Forum Editor
DENlSE BOLDUC. Advertising Manage
for
Choice · represents
KIM WERDERMAN.BusinessManager
accur.;itely and fairly one side . Advertisin.g A~ociates
Ally Schade
·· - News Report•~
ofthat issue' itw.ould be unfa.i'r . Ch.n$· t',n~ Le,n~ng
. ' ~·. ' : Rdi Alouo~,. ·'
Marjorie Smith .
· -·
·
·
·
~Phia Piel '
·
·
- John Zlor:nek
of the c~un,cil to ass u_m e that,.· Melissa Sharples
Bre.nt Ar,cierson
Ami Reporte. ~
·
A·'"' B · · . M'
Tammy'.Annis
·451ness gr.
Sean Carroll
every ~ Un d ergrad ua re s-t u d t::n_t - -Michael
Lyons
· Kim Armstrong '
M·arc Mamigonian
shares that perspective. .
Graphic Managel1i
JonothanArthur
,John Turner
lshi Burdett
M - G r1 nd
It should be mentioned
· one a a
Jolene Dadah
Sporta Reporters
Kim ,Hilley
Birger Dahl
,
Philip Astrachan
that _the majority of the council Graphic Assistants
Laura Deame
Chris Benedek
Christine Bdril
Frank Bonsai
members are, personally, in Alison Brown
John Doherty
Rob Heenan
M M
Heaf
. ··her Grant
ac illan
Jeff Novotny
. t . W ith th. e · 1"d ea1s -Jodi
a greefi?-en
Heidi Oldakowski
Mike Guilbault
Liiscl'Reimann .
represented by Students for · Diane.Talbott
EllenHarris
LisaSandford
8~!.~sEditor
Tracy Henzel '
Joby Trotman
Choice and that their decisiori ANenwit;D
~ ~•=
Stephanie Igoe
Rick Yager
st acy Kenqall
' in th, is case was extremely Michelle Adam
Cartoonists
.
.
oii.~the -Spot Editor
Joanne Marino
Jeff Harris
difficult and ' required ·a· great Melissa McKenzie
,Susan Mccarter
John Hirtle .
effort in terms ' of th€ir- Photographers , \
NeoA McCarthy '
Kurt Krebs
Michelle Adam .
. Ei~en McEleny _:
. Dick Sawyer .
.• ob.1ectivlty: and resp. <;m. sibility.. . •Eriic"Andrews
.' "•
,. Lyi)n Mezzc;ino.,
Copy Edito~ .
10 • '·r M.
SdrariMen:inr.in
·
·~~-:~. , e
r.e. p·resenta,tives. I_.•·t:!.n.: .c..o,. u ,r age.· .._
_
E"'d_
ro-sse_''_ _ _ _ _ _
- _ _ _ '"'"'
· Laura
Deame
_·. _
______
_iiiioiii-_
.,,,.vv·r
1 ·, Jq~n
Robert.s
•· ·Ellen
Harris_ _ _ _ _..
all recognized · student · BrianWhite
NancyRoberts
KristenWaelde
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University Forum
More housing in Durham ?
·

.,

· by Nancy Valerio

Last March I was appointed to ·be the because it showed· the town actively trying to would probably go out there, the fear is that cars
first Student Representative to the Durham help relieve some of the problems created by the. will be used because they are more convenient).
Town Council. The main purpose of this position lack of student housing in Durham. However, Student would continue to drive to UNH,
is to facilitate communication between the town · during the many public hearings held during therefore not relie~ng any of the parking burden_ ., ·
and the University community. Some .of the the summer, the to\\Zll councilors repeatedly · and certainly not relieving the ,student housing
stipulations that came with the position were heardthe many concerns of their constituents, problem in Main SL, Yourtg Drive, and other,
that I live in Durham throughoµt the summer among therh: "a student ghetto would arise", reside~tial areas. While the town could reap
and that I write one forum article for The New "another Young Drive", "Students are the · some benefits for creating this zone (i.e. tax
Hampshire each month to keep the students in
responsibility of the University", etc. There were benefits) there weren't enough to challenge and
touch with Town issues.
many tovmspeople in an uproar about this override the views of their constituents.
This summer was a really important one proposed zone (especially townspeople who lived
The most enlightening part of this is that
for Durham (and therefore for students) because in or abutted this property). AJ:}yway, after much one of the reasons the RD Zone failed is because ✓
they revamped the zoning o~dinances. Zoning time and thought, the RD zone has been · of the University. Some members ·o f the Council·
ordinances look at the specific zones of the town withdrawn from the ·n ew proposed zoning were very much in favor of the RD Zone, but they
and decide what type of uses would be best for ordinance. There are many reasons for the didn't have any guarantees from the University.
each area, whether the land is used for a park, withdrawing of the proposed zone~ but none of The type of guarantees they are looking for:
elderly housing, apartments, residential houses, the reasons are because the town has decided to limits on cars brought to the University, or
restaurants, preserved open space. etc. The ban UNH students from living in Durham. extension of the campus past the railroad tracks
" problems .,occur when controversial uses are Rather, I honestly believe that ·the town would (bringing with them water and sewer lines).
permitted. Zonip.g in simplest terms decides 1ike to see some student housing be provided for When or if this occurs we should try to amend
whattype of growth is allowed in Durham, and · IF they thought it would solve some of the the zoning ordinance to reinstate the RD zone, ·
wh~re and how the growth will be focused.
· pressures of the "problem" student housing in but for now we are going to have to continue to
The original zoning ordinance proposed oJher parts of Durham. But, there are no , choose between commuting from othei towns
to the town council had a zone called the RD guarantees that this, will occur_.
and scrounging for parking spots, or paying
zone which permitted student and elderly
The' RD zone was _located a bit ·or a exorbitant rents in Durham.
housing facilities to be built in a section of town distance from campus, therefore we would
located near Mast Rd. · This would include prnba,bly sustain, if not increase, the number of Nancy Valerio is the Student Represe~tative to
multi-unit facilities. It was a t~rrific proposal cars on campus (although a Coast Bus Route , the Durham Town Council
'
~

Sukkot --the harves .tfestival
by Lee B. Rosenfield
I

\

Sukkot comes a few days after Yom
Kippur, the day of atonement, and last~ for eight
days. The word "sukkah" means booth or tent.
In ancient days, when the Jews escaped from _
slavery in Egypt, they made rough huts out of
branches. They used these huts for $helter and
when they camped for the night in the wilderness.
· L'ater; when they settled 1n Canaan, Jewish
farmers built tiny ·huts out of tree branches.
They dwelled in them while they brought in their
crops.
·
This · holiday reminds Jews of their
ancestor's difficult escape from Egypt. It is also
thanksgiving for all things that grow. On
Sukkot, Jews build a branch house outside the
synagogue. The walls . are built with sweet
smelling branches. The roof is made of twigs,
through which the stars can be seen. Then ripe
fruits and vegetables are hung from the,. sides
and roo[ The Jews sometimes build branch
frouses in their backyards and eat their meals in
them. People gather together in the synagogue

a

to thank God for all things that grow. Then they
walk around it carrying four kinds of plants. The
branches of palm, myrtle, and willow trees are
tied _together and held in th_e right hand. The
citrus fru:it, or etrog, is held in the left hand.
There are many explanations for why these
plants are chosen. Some legends describe the
fruit as meaning the following: the palm, or
lulav, produces good fruit, but it doesn't smell.
This stands for the Jew who knows the Torah
but doesn't go out ofhis/herwayto be kind and
honest. The myttle, .or hadas, smells good but·
has no taste. It stands for people who are kind
to , others but have not read the Torah. The
willow; or aravah, does no smell nor have any
taste. It standsfor Jews who are unkind and do
not follow the teachings of the Torah. Etrog
looks like. a huge lemon. It smells good and has
a delicious flavor: It stands for people who have
read the Torah and are kind and warm to others.
When these plants are not being used
during a service, they are placed outside the
branch house . .

The eighth day of Sukkbt is called
Sherriini Azeret. Special services for people who
have died are held in the synagogue, and more
prayers are said for rain. These prayers ha;e an
important meaning for Israel, where rain' is
needed in the fall to yield a good harvest in the
spring.
Then the Simhat Torah is held, usually
on the ninth day. The rabbi and several people
at tlw service take the Torah scrolls and march
with them around the synagogue. The reading
oftheTorahgoesonallyear. Butonthisday, the
fast chapter is finished, and the first chapter is
started all over again: Children are allowed to
real out loud next to the grown-ups. They also
cany special flags and parade seven times
around the synagogue. Before they go home,
chfldren are given candy, cake, and fruit, The
next holiday
is .not for
another two
months.
t
I
,
Lee B. Rosenfield is the president ofHillel. UNH's
Jewish Student Organization. ·
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The Daily Commuter Puzz·le
ACROSS
1 Skirt feature
5 Self-respect
10 Supporting
strip
14 It. island
resort
15 Kitchen
gadget
16 · Curved
molding
- 17 State as true
18 Tissue
sweUing
19 Mend
20 Leavening ,
'
agents
22 Perceives
24 Mine outputs
26 Golf needs
27 Intimate
31 locislve reply
- 35 Beverage
36 Says ·
/3fJ Cupid
.39 Enamel
41 Contraction
42 "The Sheik
of-"
43 Sicily's
volcano
44 Jibes
46 Possessive
47 Job hunter's
record
49 Circus animal
51 Sailors
53 Graf 54 Environments
58 Make more
meaningful
62 Poem type
63 Eucharistic
plate
65 Additional
66 Charles' dog

. 2

1

~

4

7

8

9

12

14

35
39

43

-

t--+---+--+--

62
t---+---+~---66

69

67 Occurrence
68 Unit of matter
o9 Pare
70 Transmits
71 Short rests
DOWN ·

1 Kill
2 Not on
tape
3 Thought,
4 Some
· sculptures
5 _Roll call reply
6 Dise~cumber

7
,8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
27
28
29

Chilled
Resign
Pencil ends
Guiding
principle
Lab gel
Sea bird ·
Fowl
Food fish
Fair grade
Shiny cloth
Wall covering
Raise one's
spirits
Controls a
horse

55 Church part
30 River bank
. 56 Nibble
32 NE city
57 Br. gun
33 Batman's
59 Tiny bit
friend
60 Cut short
34 Rendezvous
61 Edges a skirt
37 Lively dances
64 Terminate
40 Of ships
42 Fluttery tree
44 Mex. shawls
45 Feels remorse
48 Small rug
50 Pee Wee 52 Barrel part
54 PIie

S d V N S 0 N 3 s· 1 3 3 d
SV
IN 0 l V l N 3 A 3
" 1
3. H 0 IN N 3 l V d :J I d 3
l I BVH
H :J I H N3 ■ s 1
S HV l
3 3 d s
IN n S 3 H
1 NV H d 3 l 3
■ 'fl N l 3
S I .H ■ S H 3 3
A B lJ H v ■ 3 A I ■ l N I V d
n■ 3 l V
H OINV
H l VN0 S H3 d
3 iill
l HO l ■

v

~

s 3 3 1 S 3 H0
· S N H 3 :,s101s 1 S V 3 A
N H V 0 vw1"o1" H 3 A V
3 3 9 0 H 3 :, I H 0 0 I l
3 0 I H .d l ·I l S
H l y, 1

UNHSPORTSSATURDAV

t"-e

f~~\~ri0t!~-~c'K Royal Tees, Inc.
roCl

13

Football ·: UNH vs. Colgate
.featuring

155 Po:rtland Ave., Dover, NH ,

.

749~6465
~

...
- r

,

'

\

'

"The Domino's Pizza Eating Classic"

,

-A half-time pizza eating contest open to all UNH students
on a first coQ1e first serve basis. MUST regis~er by Friday at
noon.
Several sports still available!!!!!

1

Call 862-2586 to reaister for the Pizza Contest

MIDNIGHT.MADNESS
First Men's Basketball Practice (Yes _here at UNH!!!)
Doors Open at 11 :15 p.m.
Practice starts at 12:QO midnight
Ludholm Gym

--

There's no o,ther place to get
Homecomi ng

.

T-Shirts

-

~

I
I

-,:.

~-t!'~-t!'-t!'~~-t!'~ ~-t!'-t!'-t!'.t!-'-t!'.t !-'~~.t!-'.t!-'~~.t!-' .t!-'~~~~~

I

*Refreshments * Free Throw Shooting Contest * 3-point sh :
Contest* Prizes * Free Tickets -*·
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Arts and Entertainment
The Foreigner.: Qpening is a SUGCess.
By Liisa Reimann

These characters are accent· that's hard to imitate
What on earth could ever
happen at a fishing lodge resort completely unprepared for the without a good base - but being
in Tilghman County, ·Georgia, melee Charlie creates. Initially, a Londoner I'm more apt to
that might make us sit up and Charlie · is reluctant t9. feign pick up on it.
Aside from that, Fuharo's
pay attention? Probably 'foreigness,'butdecides to stick
nothing much. Unless a real, · with the act when·he overhears performance was excellent. He
portrayed Froggy as the
something he shouldn't have~
live foreigner came to visit.
Keeping the audience amicable and boastful military
Enter Charlie Baker, a ·~
dull, boring Englishman with a , guffawing loudly and teetering man he was, and had the
non-existant personality, and _ on the edge of their seats, . audience laughing both with
·
a faithless, dying, wife. Looking: Charlie, the one-time people- and at him. .
as though life is extremely ·shybore, becomesEllard'sprize Trevor B. Cone's- reqdition of
painful, he sneeies and sniffles pupil, Catherine's confidante, Ellard was so convincing and ·
down to earth, if I see him on
in a very annoying sort of way. and Betty's pet skunk.
Underlying all the comedy the street I'll be hard pressed .
Terrified that he might have to ~
talk with · the other guests, though, there is a focus on not to run around like a lunatic
Charlie asks liis friend Froggy racism, specifically on the yelling "gok," "bleet," and the ,
'
·
to please take him away again. 3.-ctivities ofthe Invisible Empire likes.
Peter Sherwood and Kirk
.. ButFroggy, beingthetrue - the Ku Klux Klan. Upon
officer and Englishman that he learning of Charlie's presence Pynchon as David and Owen
is, devises a plan by which in their community, the Klan were successful in depicting
Charlie doesn't have to utter a organizes a lynching. They are their characters as increasingly
·out to make white America. unappetizing - the two _rotten
single word.
seeds in the basket.
Suddenly, boring old "clean" again.
And Carol Davenport anq
The audience's mood
Charlie becomes Char-U-Lee,
an exciting, intriguing person changed, but not to the extent Sarah Wiggins (Betty and,
from a nation unknown, I expected. Effective as it was, Catherine) bounced off each
speaking a language which the scene needed more other, seeingtheirrelationships
sounds strangely like the one I emphasis on the KKK, a greater with one another and those .
.used with my friends when we climactic build-up; more guns around them changing fast.
All in all, and if audience
didn't want , · adults to being cocked, angry, excited
understand us. (Remember ·. and violent voices, .squealing reaction is anything to go by,
· brakes, feet trampling through . opening night was a huge
"Blazny blazhy"? "Bleet"?)
· Betty, the owner of the · the woods - more needed to be success. Everyone was sitting
lodge,. ·dangerously close to a :heard before it was actually slightly'forward, as if tiying to
be right in the midst ofthlngs,
forced closure, buys the story seen.
When something relies and · there was constant
completely. A widow, she
regrets .nothaving travelled to heavily c;m visual themes, a laughter. Even the actors
farawayplacesandmeetingthe . .contras.t gives . the ocular a ~ snuck in a smirk and heehaw
.foreignfolkoutthere. Havinga greater impact. And had there , now ~and then, obviously,
foreigner sip.yin her home just been more members of the Klan enjoying themselves.
Was it worth the money?
at the lodge, it would have been
about makes her life!
Betty's other guests are a more accurate portrayal of Absolutely, positivelyYESIII (If
Cath~rine and David, a young the importance, terror, and evil I had the time, I'd go again cµ1d
again and again!) Am I going to
'
engaged couple .whose future - of the occasion.
Thecastofthisproduction give away the end? No. But if
soon begins to look anything
but rosy. With them is Ellard, was terrific. As Charlie, Scott you're _w onderingwhatit takes
Catherine's younger brother, , AlanParkinson was perfect. His to challenge the KKK, the- ·
who seems a little retarded, face seemed as · pliable as Invisible Empire that wants it's
and by no means intelligent plasticine - giving his words America "clean," here's a
enough to be awarded his more ~uumph," and his accent starting hint.
,Ttyaforeigner-,anex-deb,
inheritance. And we mustn't was quite realistic. Gregory
forget Owen, David's sidekick, Funaro however, as Froggy, an old lady, ~. brick-laying ·
the tough guy who likes his . needed . a . little poHsh. Englishteacher,andacroquet
Understandably, his was an mallet.
Coke hot.
j

I

/

Cast members from The Foreigner.

Scott Alan Parkinsonneft) and Gregory Funaro
in The Foreigner
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Black Rain: Beating the .Japanes e?.
by Marc A. Mamigonian
Here is the rap on Ridley
The
plot
premise, They are getting revenge by
Scott (Blade Runner, Alien, · although timeworn·, is not wailing on .our economy. Well,
Someone To Watch Over Me): without its possibilities. But this all may be so, but Scott
long on style, short on Black Rain fails to come up never shows us the truth of it,
substance, and really l9ng on with any kind of new twist on he just tells us.
dry ice. His new film, Black the old "stranger in a strange
The performances vary in
Rain. does little to dispel this land" theme. The basic idea quality. I tend to think that-it's
reputation. Unfortunately, it s€ems to be that "those a mistake to hang the success
is not even long enough on Japru:iese may be kicking our ofa picture on Michael Douglas'
style to overcome the major butts economically, but it takes personal magnetism or acting
deficiencies
of
plot, Yankee know-how if you want ability: he can be very effective
performance, and overall :;ome good old law and order." if he doesn't hav~ to carry f
attitude, but it does have a lot Yeah, right. Douglas comes film, but he is not a gteat actor.
steam and smoke.
across as not only the Ugly His performance in Black Rain
Nick (Michael Do.uglas) is American, but also the Really is very insecure: he looks
a New York cop under DumbAmericanashe blunders uptight about something,
investigation for taking money into a Japanese mob war and perhaps that his cheeks are
off the top from drug busts. gets his partner killed. He really, really puffy. On the
One day he witnesses the brutal blames theJapanese, of course, · other hand, Ken Takakura, who
s laying of a Japanese for not keeping him informed, plays the Japanese .detective
·" businessman" (mob head) in a forgett ing that he has no assigned to work with the
r estaurant. tracks down the business there in the first place. Am~ricans, gives an assured,
killer, and is put in charge of
Probably the· most confident performance. I ~lso
.extraditing him to Japan when irritatin g thing about Black liked Andy Garcia _as Douglas'
t he Japanese government Rain is its obvious anti- partner: his enthusiasm .came
demands that they be allowed Japanese jingoism. Themakers through in the performance, 1
fo prosecute him. He escapes: of the film are entitled to take particularly
contrast to 1
the remainder of the . film any kind of ideological stance Douglas.
concerns Douglas and his theylike,butitwouldbeniceif
"The only thing you
partner's (Andy Garcia) they did it in an interesting or . American~ are good for
attempts to recapture their subtle manner. Judging from anymore are musJc and
man, in .association with the Black Rain. most Japanese hate movies," we are told in Black
Japanese police, and their the Americans for_- winning Rain. Maybe not even those,
attempts to adjust to the culture World War II. They have but we can certainly do better Michael Douglas stars in the movie Black Rain.
shock.
contempt for us for getting soft.
/ ,
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S/2 it!
Great hack-to-school prices on PS/27s.·
- Just in time. You can pick up·an ,1BM Personal ~ystcm/2CRJ w_ith easy. . to..:'us." soft~arr
loaded and ready to go. And best of all.,·you get it at a special l(>W back.:to-school p~ic!"~
And thats norall. When you buy the PS/2.,® you can get a gwat low prict" Of)
PRODIGY,® the exciting new shop.ping, information and cntertainmt'~It computer
__
se~vice-. Start _this semester up and running with a PS/2 at a low, low price~

I

PS/2 Model 30 286-IMb mem""'
ory, 80286 (_10 Ml=lz) processor,
·one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb), :
· 20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsqft®
Windows/286, Word 5.0,*
hDC :Windows Exptess:M _
-hDC Windows Manager™ and
hDC Windows Color TM

PS/2 Model 50,Z-lMb mem~
. ory, 80286. (10 MHz) processor,
one 3.s:'.diskette drive (1.44Mb),
30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Channel TM architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Di~play,"
·DOS 4.0, Microsoft
.Windows/286, Word 5.0,* Excel,*
hDC Windows Express, :
·hDC Windows Manager and ·
hDC Windows Color . $

$2415 ·

2935

PS/2 Model-55 SX-2Mb mem. o~y, 80386SX™ (16 MHz) pro.· ces.sor, one 3.5 " diskette drivk
(1.4:tMb), 60Mb fixed disk drive,
Micro Channel architecture, IBM
M~use, 851~ Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/'386, Word 5.0,* Excel,*
hDC Windows Expres~,
hDC Windows Manager and
?S
hDC Windows Color _

$J 6

For Purchasing lnfonnation Please··- contact:
The University Te~hnology cent~t,,

'-..

·----·
-- ----- ·----------·-

==..=.,.=@

Room 'f4A, Thompson·Hall
(603).862-1328

~- - r -

-

'

. *Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualifieq students, faculty and staff ~ho order an"8M PS/iModel 853Q~E21;· ~
8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your
ins.titution regarding these charges. Orders·are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.
-... IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY is a
registered.trademark of Prodigy Services.Company, a partnership of IBM and Sean;. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. hDC Windows Express, hDC
'
Windows Manager and hDC Windows Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation. 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1989
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. Unlverslt , Comics
•·

I

•'

MISTER B6FFO by J• Martin

, ·

. J

HACKS
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-Kamp us Kom1x ,

by .Rick Sawyer

....---~-------~----------,--------....
11-16 LETTERING lS CLEAR,
YES . rr IS VERY, W:RY

· .r:u-JNY .AlSO • • •

BUT rM NOf .SO SJRE

-rHE A/JMIN/SfRIIT/oN WILL
U~ .~ ff1l:f Af.l:Xff
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SOPER.GUY
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A NEW
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Mark -Alan Stamaty .
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ATHLETE
of'tfie .

WEEK! ·
Week of October 4-10

·PRESENTED
BY

■

H A Y D E .N
S P O R T S

38%ain .S'T.'
tJJurliam 'J{:J-{ .
03824 .

-M ark Carr
·Sr. QB, Vestal, ·NY
Mark had an outstanding
"Terry-Bradshaw-Like" final
few minutes in le~ding the
Wildcat foqtb~ll squad to a .
, come-from-behind 31~28 victory at
N ortheast~rn Saturday/ Mark ..
completed 23 of 45 passes with 1
interception and 3 touchdowns to .
lead UNH. In the second half, he
was 14 of 21 ro·r 210 yards and
3TDs, and he completed eight of
his las,t nine passes. He hit Chris ·
Braune with an 18-yard
touchdown pass with nine seconds
· left for the victory. UNH.has now ·
won two straight and stands 2::-2 on
the season

look For The "Athlete Of
The Week" Every Tuesday, ONL V Jn
Th_e !'Jew Hampshire.

LINH.

.

--

HOMECOMING 1989.!!!!
".There~s No Pla·ce Like Home"
OCTOBER 16-21

T-Shirt ·contest
FLOAT CONTEST
Residence .Hall Decorating
Contest
-- ,Banner _
School Spirit Contest
Pre and Post Game Festival Tent
"The Wizard of OZ" M'ovie
Hotel Dinner
--- NH Gentlemen and Notables Concert
,
-- SPIRIT DAYS
11
~
Q For more info: call 862-1001 or stop by the Student Activities Office, Rm. 126, MUB .
-- Giant Twister Game
-- Annual Parade down Main Street
-- Costume Contest
-- Bonfire and Pep Rally
-~ Livingston Taylor.Concert · ·
-- Coffeehouse in the Niche
-- "Street Celebration in OZ"
music, food and games
BEDHACES

.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v._v.v.v.v:v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v;v.v.v.vv.v.v.v,v.v.v.v.v,v.v.v.v.v.v.v,v,v.v.v.v.v.v.v,v.v . v.v.v.v.v.v.v.~.v.'IJ.V.
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ClaSSlfied -.•
L9ST - Gold Shrimp Ring sentimental value. IF FOUND,
PLEASE CALL CATHY at 8625696. $$REWARD$$.
Disabled person in search of a
personal care attendant. For
weekends, pay $6.25/hr. Job ,
consists of personal grooming,
m~al preparation, food shopping
accessible to students on
campus. For more info, call 8681986. Please leave message.

th
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FREE MONTH'S RENT - 1
bedroom condo - air cond.,
diswasher, disposal, off- street
parking. Lovely rural setti.11g. ·
(508) 664'- 5410

Are you looking for extra income

this semester ? We have part
time/full time sales positions
available. Call 7 43-3261 after 5
pm. for _d etails
Work Study Job - Exeter Public
Library. $6/hr. Shelving, shelf
reading, and other tasks.
Contact the UNi-I Financial Aid
Office for more info.

FEMALE: Room available spring
semester in house in Durham.
Walking distance, affordable,
furnished. You must see it - please call 868-3890
(ATTENTION - Government homes
from $1 ( u-repair). Delinquint
tax property. Reppssessions.
Call 1-602-838-8885, ext. Gh
18587

Party Tim:e and Travel is looking
for Well-organized, motivated
ROOMATE - Portsmouth, nonstudents, resident assistants,
smoker, no pets, clean;
- class officers, students activities
responsible, student, or
personnel, sorqrirties,
professional for in-town roomy
·fraternities, or any other
_home on Karivan. Call details
individual or_gro_up to organize_.
after 5 pm.,
·•:"'
436-0688
grnup or<-i41diyidual travH tG
Montreal o·r Spring Break trips to
Mexico and the Caribbean. Earn
DURHAM - Roomate needed to
extra cash and T,ravd FREEi!
share 2 bedroom apt. on
Call Jarrrie or John at 1-800-::782-' Madbury Rd. Walking _d istance.
.
,·0808.
Call PELE at 868-6722 or 868Help Wanted - Part-time
salespersons need to assist
manager in selling , pricing arid
merchandising ski fashions.
Apply in person at Putnams Ski
Sport , 990 Lafayette Rd.,
~PoJtsmouth; NH
· 'iI"U'fPR NEEDED 'f or Organic
-~Chemistry 5451 Will pay! Pleae
call A.S.A.P. at
"868-2031 or 431-4997
ATTENTION! - HIRING!
Government jobs in your area.
M~y immediate openings
.without waiting list or test.
,-·$17,840 - $69,485. Call (602)~:8 3.8-8885, ext. Rl8587
jATIENTION ~ EARN $ READING
-BOOKS! $32,000/yr income
i :potential. Details:
:;°'(602) -838-8885. · ext BK 18587
.OVERSEAS JOBS - $900-$2000
j inonth. Summer, yeat round,
Kall countries, all fields. Free
'• trtfo .., write IJC, P.O. Box 52 -~ NH0 1, Corona del Mar , Ca,
.
-, 92625
;;.Growing Telemarketing Agency
{ seeks well-spoken, self-motivated
;\individuals. Flexible schedule,
_1$6/hr after training. 743-4459,
~>Jody.

•N- - - - - - - - - - - - - '° FCLJTICAL SCIENCE MAJORS -'Looking for that special touch to
-add to you-r resume? Come see
us about an Executive Council
IQternship. Call Field Experience
_at 862 - 1184
'' COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS -·Your job awaits right here on
campus. Come prove your.
· in.terpersonal skills to UNH. Call
now at Fie!d Experience at 862.
1184 Market Discover Credit Cards
on your campus~ Flexible
hcmrs. Earn as much as $10/hr.
. Oµly ten positions available. Call
.. 1~800-950-8472,
ext. 44.

.S ,' .

5182

Call John at 432-5191

11th at 6:30 Smith .Hall lounge.
P~rfect for asking questions!

Immac_u late 1982 Toyota Sedan.
AM/FM Stereo cassette,66K,
FWD,: 1 owner, 39 mpg. Well
maintained, in exc.cond. $2550.
862-1734 days, .942- 7623 eves/ ·
weekends

TRAVEL SALES - Sell spring
break package tours to Jamaica
and Margarita Island. Earn free
travel and extra•cash. Great
sales experience and flexible
hours. Call 1-:-800-426-771'0.

1986 BMW ·3 25E, 5 spd., gray,
many extras, very fast, exc.
resale, $11900 or b/o. 332-4347
Remember your first class at ·
UNH? Remember the first friend
you met at UNH? Remember
your first exam? How cart you ,
remember-these forever? A class
ring will hold all of these
memories for you. Come see the
Balfour Selection of class rings
Oct.12 i l3, 14 in the MUB 10am 3pm
1975 Volv,o wagon, 60K on
reb~ilt ertgine. AM/FM cassette.
$1200. Also, 1974 Plymouth ·
Valient, lOOK. Good shape, runs
welt $650. 942-8144
RI!'j.G, RING, RING - ~o, it's not
the phone, it's Balfour Rings.
Come get your class ring-at the
MUB Oct. 12, 13, 14 from 10am 3pm
1985 ~~ssan 2oosx 5 spct; a/ c,
exc. cond: Asking $3000 or b/o.
Call June 659-3307
1985 VW GTI - Looks iiew, runs
great. $3600 or b / o. (207) 4395124.
snow tires, 4 new tires, ski rack

1985 Renault Alliance
Convertible, 39K, stiHµnder
warranty. Must sell (need mon~y
for grad. school) $~995. Call ·
Kathy - 742-0247 leave message

1984 Subaru GL, 5 spd, 4D,
good cond., runs great, 67K,
$2300. Call 692-3726

a_<:! a SAAB owner - 1979 Model
· 99, $795. Runs great, wellmaintained,driven daily, needs
STOP PAYING RENT! INVEST
some rust fixed . Portsmouth,
FOR NEXT SEMESTER! 3 bdrm
RANCH, 1 mile frqm UNH, (not in 431-2525
a neighborhood!), totally
1986 VW OTI - red 5 spd ,
renovated, new kitchen and 1 1/
sunroof, cru{se control, Kenwood .
2 baths; garden space and Yj!Td,
low maintenance, on KVan. 2 ·,r AM/FM cassette, exc. cond.
$6200 . Call 868-7120 - Tim or
car insulated garage, $129,000.
Dave
Call 868-5855
1982 Plymouth Reliant Wagon,
auto.,. good running condition, ·
good rubber, new exhaust, well
$900.
maintained by orig.
Call 868-5855

owner,

SPECIALIZED MOUNTAIN BIKE Exe. cond., 2 yrs. old., 17 inch,
$375. Call
868-611_7

ii

1986,Yamaha FZ 750, Vance and
Hines exhaust, new front tire,
exc. shape, awesome time.
$2200. Call 868-5160 and ask

HOR,S'E BOARDING at new stable
in Lee. 12 x 12 stalls, 2 miles
from campus on Rte.155.
for ·Ford.
Demeritt Hill Farm. 96 acres
·_' available for riding. $125 per·
ATTENTION - Government seizes· month. Call Bill at 862-213_4 or
Steve at 868-1480. Evenings
vehicles from $100. Fords,
best.
· Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. ,
-------------Surplus Buyers Guide. 1 -:602TYPING/WORD PROCESSING -s-38 _8885,ext Al8587
Profess.ional quality, very
reasonable pi:-i~es, spelling
1981 Pontiac Trans Arn - new
accuracy included. Call
350 engine, mag wheels, t-roof,
Margaret Moran, 742-203.7.
eagle and · more. ~sking $4000:

-

· Queen size water bed, complete $400. 1985 Suzuki Quadracer 250cc liq~id cooled: $1200 orb/
o. Call Dario eves at 862 -7560.

PROFESSIONAL 1YPING - for
students and professors. ·$1.25 a
page. Pick up and delivery in
Durham' available. Call Jo-Anne
at 332-6162

Honda Motorcycle - This 1982
Cm 450 has very low mileage and
is meticulously maintain~d with >
regular oil changes, etc. A great
first bike. Call John or Mike at
862-4722

FOR ADVERTISING INFO:
Display or classified, please
contact: The New Hampshire: '
Rm llQB, Memorial Union Bldg.,
UNH, Durham, NH 03824.. .
(603)862-1323

Bicycle for s_a le - Shogun Alpine
GT. 27" frame, perfect for tall
riders. New
condition. 18s pd x-country .
tourer, also godd sport racer. A
$500 bike priced to sell at $250.'

Come listen to students speak
about their experiences studying
abro_a d in Germany, Wed., Oct

Bake sale to support Emma C.
She can't afford to buy her own
food , so she steals it.
UNique Gift! Songs custom
written and recorded for friends,
loved ones. Excellent quality.
Rock, Country or Christmas
Carols. $29.95.
can (603) 569 - 6157.
SAVOY TRUFFLE AND STEWED
TOMATOES live at Phi Kappa
Theta, Sunday Oct. 15, 1 - 5 pm.
Under 21 - $4. Over 21 - $6. 2
ID's required.
~ore info: 868-3166.
What better: way to, bold the
memories of UNH than with a
class ring from Balfour. Oct.
-12th, 13th, 14th, in the MUB. 10
am- 3 pm.
Yo Bohl Happy Happy 21st
Birthdayllll As a present, I
promise to never ~ver ever eat the
cheese and·other stuff off the
pizza and then let the rempants
hang out in the box again. Lust
always, the News .e d. from hell.
Concert Nov. 2nd. -Get,ready
to boogie with PIDSH!I! Tickets
and more info. coming soon.
Sponsored by The New
Hampshire Outing Club. MUB
Rm. .129. A time not to be
· missed.Ill
Bob - Happy bir-thdayl XOXO
froqi the girl you race down the
hallways at 4: 30 in the morning
and throw around the office at 6.
Let's do breakfast again soon.

SAVOY TRUFFLE AND STEWED
TOMATOES live at Phi Kappa
Theta,, Sunday Oct. 15, 1 - 5 pm.
Under 21 - $4. Over 21 - $6. 2
ID's required .
More info: _868-3166.

hi Mariel
Bobby ·saby ... You studmuffin
you ... what would I do without
you aro'u nd here, and who would
I have to beat up on?? Do you
know what you can actually do
on skis??II And you think I'm
kidding! Hope you had an
awesome 21st!! Love and kisses
your ski club bunny.
VIVA LA FRANCE! Few precious
tickets still avalable for gourmet
dinner# 1 on 'Fri. Oct. 13th.
Purch11se them at the MUB ticket
office for $18.95.
WILDCATESSEN NOW HAS
· FROZEN YOGURT!

FROZEN YOGURr - $.20 AN OZ. ·

- WILDCATESSEN
GIANT 1WISTERI Oct. 18th on
Health Servic~s Lawn, 4 pm.
Accounting StudentsrAssociation
- Come hear Bob Gardner tell it
like it is in the fiCcounting world
of the FBII Thurs., Oct. 12, Rm
· 212 lVIcCpri~ell, 12:30 -1
:30 pm. ALL ARE WELCOME!
SAVOY TRUFFLE AND STEWED
TOMATOES live at Phi Kappa
Theta, Suriday Oct. 15, 1 - 5 pm.
Under 21 - $4 . . Over 21 - $6. 2
m·~ required.
More info: 868-3166.
5 oz. of Frozen Yogurt for $1.
That's the best price in town Wildcatessenl
Spena your· Sunday afternoon
with SAVOY TRUFFLE AND
STEWED TOMATOESi Benefitconcert at Phi Kappa Theta
Sunday Oct.15, 1 -5 pm.
For tickets, cali 868-3166 or see
·
any Phi Kap brother.
Frozen Yogurt served on
campus? Where ? Wildcatessen
Emina C. "' How was the strudel
cake? Th~kifor. ~tealing i~'. Vie
didn't want any breakfast
anyway - Your kind hostesses.' '
With Balfour, we're here to offe;;.,;. you the memories of a lifetme \: ft .
with a class ring, Oct.12th, 13fi,
and 14th, from 10am - 3 pm i9 ~1
'. ¾i
the MUB.
? •.

Mention seeing frozen yogurt ih:.-:
the pe,rsonafs 8:°d get an extra~ ~
oz. FREEi Where? You know · ~where.
Spend your Sunday afternoon · \
with Savoy Truffle and Stewed· _:,
Tomatoes. Benefit concert at Poi
Kappa Theta, Sunday the l 5tli,:fa
.,.5 pm. For tickets, c~ 868-3166 .
or see any Phi Kap brother.
Happy Birthday Big Bobll Mee~ ~
me in the darkroom at midnight
to celebrate! The cute girl from Ct
:. j
your English class.
Bobby, sugar pl~qi, pumpkin . :,'
face our late nights together until
3 and 4 in the morning have :,
been worth every minute, Ho~·'·:
your 21st birthday was just Iii:¢
our nights together - full of · ·
sensual pleasu,:ell Your blonc\'ei~
horny buddyllllll ,
Notice to all students registered~
for second-half activity classes. fu
the Department of Physical
Education. Classes begin on
Monday, October 23 and ·
Tuesday, October 24.
Kristi - Thanks for the balloons!
Bestest friends forever-The
Monkae
Happy Anniversary.
LIZ - Happy Birthday again arid
,
by the way vacuum that rug
more often will you. Love Deb ,

Happy Birthday Ian!
When the stresses get to be· to~
much, ·take time out to call CocilAid. Hotline - 86i~2293.
·Tapeline 862-3554.
Hold onto your memories of UNH
witha Balfour class ring on your
hand. Class rings will be on sale
Oct. 12, 13, 14 in the MUB 10
am - 3 pm.

Or JEAN maybe thats your
responsibility. _Get on itll
Hey Bob - Happy 21st. Nothing'.
creative here but I guess the Arts
people aren't around late enough
at night. Have Fun Debbie.
Happy 21st Bday Bobllt'Too bad
you have to ,w o rk, maybe you're.
boss will let Y,QU out early for
drink! Have fun,do you want to;borrow so me gold coins? ·
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SQmetimes
.Kesten.
Kesten's chance of,
Barclay, stabled at Holly Hill, continued success at the Naevenmakes the trip. In this tional Horse Show depends on
fashion, Kestan manages to put a variety of factors. Nancy Harin about four hours of riding nois points .out that as with
two times a week.
. any other competition talent
When Kesten enters helps, but the fmal results ofthe ring in New Jersey, it won't ten relyon a bitofluck. Barclay,
be her first experience at the as well as Kesten, will need to
,
national level. In 1985, she also h,ave a good day. ·
.. If that all <;licks
rode in the National Horse
Show, then held in Madison Danielle has a chance of doing
., Square Garden. However, the well... as good a shot as anyevent will be unique in that this body," said Harnois.
. is Kesten's last year of eligibilKesten doesn't seem
ity at the junior level.
particularly nervous about the
Kesten's career as a upcoming show, · perhaps be\ .
junior rider has b~en quite cause she has been so busy
successful. For the last , five with other events. She explains
years she has qualified for the that her performanc e often
New England Finals, the AHA depends on how she feels physi,
Medal, the American SPCA . cally.
Maclay, the · US Equestrian
..After I get to the first
Team Finals, and the Massa- fence and get a good distance,
chusetts Medal Finals. Having . I relax and I'm fine," she said.'..I
won the Massachuse tts Medai hit a rhythm and keep going."
in 1985, she is no longer eli/ · The loss of Kesten's
, gible forlhis event. Kesten has junior status will not end ·her
also ridden in the .Florida cir- career. Harnois talks about
..... dreams · of accomplishi ng
cuit.

~·.

i

,

.

.;,~

-

,.-

internationa l types of goals."
She describes Kesten as a hardworking athlete who. always
aspires to the n,ext stage, but
also ' comments that Danielle
has ..... no delusions of grandeur."
At the mention of a
spot on the Olympic team,
Kesten won't deny that she has
thought about it, but cites
m~netary and time resources
as problems in recognizing that
particular goal. Danielle plans
on continuing at the_amateur ·
level for now and hopes·· to
eventually acquire her judge's
' card.
With her busy schedule, Kesten has yet to spend a
weekend here on campus, but
· doesn't .feel she has really
missed anything. She says her
floormates in Stoke have been
.. really great" and are very
supportive.
..I don't drink, so it's
not that important for ·m e to go
out and rage. When I do, I do it
· in a different way," she said . .
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.T ennis volleys

wind .at net
By Carol Christman

--'>-

--.5

-With three Wildcats
beating their opponents 6-1 or
better, it seemed as ifthe toughest competition came from _the
wind. UNH women's tennis .
team defeated Rhode Island
wi._th a breeze on Saturday by
winning eight oJ their nine ,
matches.
Two balls went over
the ·surrounding fences and
many balls were taking awkward spins. Another· obstacle _
UNH had to overcome was the
loss of number three seed Kara
M~Kenna and number· four
seed Tori Wincup who are still
, out due to .injuries.
With their absences,
less experiepced players had to move up to highe_r seeds. Freshman Petra Goodwin and Sopho:r.nore Lori Rice were two such
players. Goodwin, who normally plays the .seventh seed,
was pushed up to the fifth seed
and took on Jill Brown ofRhode
=!$land. Goodwin came out victorious with a 6-1, 6-0 win.
"I didn't let the wind
affect me," Goodwin said.
--'"Playing in the upper seeds is

good experience for next year."
Lori ·Rice, who hasn't
played af all recently, defeated
her URI oppo.11entJenThurber,
6-2, 6:-1.

. Jaymie Hyde, who was
scheduled for th~ first doubles
set, was having a tough time
.with Pam Pario ofRhode Island
in singles. ·Hyde won the first
set 7-5 but Pario came back in
the second set with a 1-6 vie.tory. Hyde went into the tie
breaker determined to pull of a
win. With the ·support and
cheers of her teammates Hyde won the final set 6--2.
UNH wasn't sure of
their overall victory until the
doubles began. By this time
number two doubles and
number three doubles had
already begun play. UNH swept
the doubles and Head Coach
Russ Mccurdy was _ very
pleased.
· "It's nice to have a win
after a tough week," he said.
With this victory over
Rhode Island, UNH remains·
undefeated at _home and their
overall record stands at 5-4.

--

.~occer .· splits
weeken d pair

FOOTBALL , (CONTINUED FROM PG. 28)

But Carr, showingtncred- very ·good defense in the first held the 'Cats to only 46 yards
· .
ible poise, completed a 17-yard half," he said. "We weren't play- rushing.
In the third' quarter,
pass to John Peny for the fi~t ing with a _g reat deal of inten·
sity."
By Lisa Sandford
things only got worse for the .
down
· The women's s.o ccer of the season with --t he assist
At halftime, the Hus- 'Cats, as the Huskies scored
to keep hopes alive. Three
team split a pair of weekend going to Sydlowski. E-llen We~- plays later. Carr found a wide kies held a 14..:s lead and in- two more rushing touchdowns,
. games travelling to Amherst, berg wrapped up the scoring open Braune cutting across the creased ·u to a 28-6 with 26 one each , by. halfback Peter ' .
Massachusetts to take on Flor- when she put a penalty kick middle
the score and the seconds remaining in the third Givens (seven yards) and quar. tda: International University into the back of the net to give win.
· quarter before falling apart .
terback Dan Daponde (14
· and Central Florida University New Hampshire the 3-0 'shutThe 'Cats got · on the yards). Daponde's touchdown '
_"It was a great call by
"Mary Beth the coach," Carr said. _"It was board fir-st, breaking the Hus- made it 28-6 and seemed to
in neutral territory. The Wild- out victory.
cats shut out International: 3- Sydlowski had a nice goal for designed to flush them out deep kies string of eight straight lock up the game for the Hus0, but went down in defeat to us," said Belkin. "She played and if there was no one ·open quarters without allowing a kies, but the Wildcat defense
well. Overall, we had a good deep, the-guy breaking under- point.
Central by a 5-0 score.
and the arm of Mark Carr drasThe two were very dif- game. Everyone played pretty neath should be oeen, and he
Cripps retu'rned- the tically turned things around 1n
ferent games, but not because · well."
opening kickoff 55 yards to the the fourth quarter.
was." .
The tables were turned
of New Hampshire's perform- _
For the game, Carrwas
.
During the drive, Sabb NU 30, -setting up a Shawn
on Sunday where nationally · could be seen with his heac! Lane 25-yard field goal and a 3- 23 of 45 for 337 yards and
ance.
--nie two teams were rapked Central Florida domi- , down on the ·sideline. "I was 0 lead.
three touchdowns. Braune
. completely different," stated nated over.the UNH t~am. UCF,
Northeastern took the caught seven passes for ~22
praying for the offense," he .s aid.
UNH Assistant Coach Deb whosedefensehasallowedonly "I was Just hoping we c~:mld do ensuing kickoff and drove 75 yards, · including the game
Belkin. "Central Florida is a orie goal thi~ season, completely it, hoping we'd score." ·
yards in 13 plays, all rushes, to winning touchdown. Perry
nationally ranked team and . ' shut down New Hampshire's
The comeback ~as take a 7-3 lead. Halfback Calvin caughtfourpassesfor62yards.
very good, but FIU wasn't very offense, allowing the 'Cats only necessary because of an er- _ Johnson ran two yc!,rds for the Ford, who was questionable for
seven shots on goal for the ratic passing perfmmance by · score.
_
strong."
the game, led the Wildcats with
The Wildcats started game.
The Huskies increased · 58 yards rushing on 13 carries.
Catrandafewdefensive breakNe\Y Hampshire man- downs in the first three quar- the lead 14~3 on a 56 yard .
off on the right foot ·as they Huskie's Scott ran for
d~feated FIU on Saturday. UNH aged to hold off Florida in the _ ters.
Harold Scott run. The touch- 114 yards-on 20 attempts in a
dominated the entire game, first ,half, giving up only one
"I was a little rusty in down was set up · by Ralph losing cause: Daponde pass!!d
establishing an early lead while goal out of seven shots. In the the first haH," Carr said. "My Renzi interception of a · Carr onlyfourtimes, completing two
, shutting down International's second. however, UCF came reads weren't that good, but pass. On the touchdown run, for 55 yargs. ,
out strong, tallying up four , things started coming on bet- Scott appeared to be held to a
offense.
The loss was the HJISIn the first, Macy Beth unanswered goals by Sandy ter in the second half."
short gain, but he broke a tackle kies 17th straight to the WildSydlow:ski chalked up her Carter, Liz Young, Ste'phanie
Bowes agreed. ·.. Mark- by linebackerWill 1ychsen near cats. For the second year 1n a
eighth goal of the season off a · Johnson, and Leslie Suder.
showed the .effects of not hav- the line ~f scrimmage-and was row, they lost a lead in the last
feeder from · Maura Naughton Central Florida established a
minute of the game.
ing been a starter," he said. gone.
to give New Hamps~ire_a 1.:0 commanding5-0leadthattook Carr .was making his first start
· _ This Saturday, ·th~
AnotherLanefieldgoal
UNH out of the game.
haHtlme lead.
since his bout with mononu- (23 yards) cut the UNH deficit Wildcats are· at nome against
The split brings the cleosis .
The 'Cats came out of ·
to 14-6 at 'the haH. Carr had a Colgate for Parent's Weekend, _
.\ the intermission prepared to 'Cats season record to 6-5. Their
first half, complet- looking to win their third
frustrating
Bowes was not happy
_build on-their lead, picking up next game is -this afternoon, with the defensive effort much tng only nine of 24 passes for _straight.
~: two more goals. Diane McLoug- when they travel to Connecti- of the game. "We didn'f play 127yards. Tiie Huskie defense
lin also notched her eighth goal cut for a 3: 00 _match.

for
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Tennis battles
stfbng winds to
gain victory
By Toby Trotman

.
_The UNH men's soccer there, a play-that fell right into
team relinquished their place Vermont's hands.
·
atop the NAC with a . disap-_
"We' knew that they
pointing 1-0 loss ·to nationally · couldn'.t play out of the back. ..
ranked Vermont 6n Saturday. we pushed up and forced them
In an ugly and ill tern- .t~ use the long ball and it's very
pered game neither s~de was difficult to beat us that way,"
able to show the quality that said Vermont's Head Coach
they each possess. The simple Ron McEachen.
fact t is that Vermont played
The experienced Verpoorly and UNH even worse., mont side, containing eight
throwing away a great chance seniors, continuaily harried the
for a: major upset.
UNH defense allowing them no
Neither side was able time to -think or control the
to settle into any kind of pat- ball. With the- midfield · and
tern during the first ptriod as forward lines starved of quality
the play was littered with fouls, possession, the 'Cats could only
mistakes and miscues. The first muster one shot on goal in the
clear cut chance of the game second half,
came after 25 minutes but New
Although they showed
Hampshire's Scott Brennan little imagination in the second
was denied a goal. His shot hit . period, the home-side did battle
the bar before being cleared by . well. The defensive unit led by
afranticVermontdefense. This Smitty Peck and Christian ,
proved to be the only good Pearshall, performed admira~ome on guy~. can't you worksometn_!!!g_o~t?
opportunity for either side 'i n a bly in stopping Vermont but
)
half more r~markable for the couldn'tdistributetheballwith - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -......clumsiness of ::.everal chal- any consistent a~curacy. i
lenges than the creation of "Physically they're as good as
.c h. ances. ·
. anyone w~'ve · seen t}:lis seaSix minutes after the son," said McEachen whose
.r estart .Ve.r.mont effectively team now stands at 8-2-((2-0ended thegamebyscoringwhat 1 in NAC play).
proved to be-the winning goal.
. With the loss, New
A cross oy midfielder Roberto Hampshire dropped to 2-4-2
Beallwasmetbytheunmarked (1-l) for the year. Coach Gar- By Frank Bonsal
29: 13 followed l;>y Ryan Maine ~hould rank the 'Cats
Tim Kaleita, who flicked the her will now have to reS t ore the
· The men's cross country ~ Landvoy, Greg Wipf, and Andy hfghly in New England as they
--ball_p asttheunprotectedAaron . confidence of a side that has teamfinishedtheirregularsea- Charron in fifth, sixth;··and · prepare for post-season com- ·
Agrodnia.
failed to score first in· a game sonlastFridaywithanimpres- seventh with times of 29:30, · petition.
·
"It wasn·t a good goal, this season. This ·st ati sti c
sive win on the road over the :36, · :36, respectively. Jim
Post-season com:petithe guy barely touched it... . iinplies a fault in the team's Maine Black Bears. The win at Gebhardt and Dan _Be~mley tion begins this Saturday with
there wasn·t anything I could preparation that must be recti- Maine? by team scores of 23- placed ninth and 10th at 30: 12 the Eastems at Bryant College
do about ,it;" said Agrodnia, fiedifUNHis-tobecomea•· force 36, ends the Wildca.t dual/tri and :13. The race was fast in in Smithfield, RL
whoagainhadaverygoodgame in men's soccer.
meetseasonwitharecordof8.., spiteofmuddy,slipperycondi"Now it's tune up time,"
between the posts.
The home game 2.
tions on the long 5.6 mile . stated , Bo~langer, who was ·
· For the fl1rst time th is again. st Dartmouth this
·UNH d ominated t h e coqrse. ~
, named New England outdoor .
season the 'Cats panicked af- Wednesday provides the first 5.ij mile race placing seven
Coach Boulanger was track Coach of the Year last
t~r falling behind. The young chance for the 'Cats to get back ·runners in the · top 1O'. Randy pleased with the team's ·effort week. Look for · the younger
team resorted to merely kick- OI.l a winning track a nd hope- Hall fmished his regular sea- on Friday. He- highlighted per- runners to compete in the
ing .t he ball into space and fully put an e nd to the scoring . son collegiate career with his formances by Hall, who had "a Easterns this weekend as the
hQping that someone would be hex.
fourth meetvictoryplacingfirst good time under sloppy condi- more seasoned veterans pre1

Men's cross country
buries the Bears, 8--2

D
•
p• · [
· amino s • 1228 ® ........o_· men's .cross ·tf,OUD.try
Sports Quiz
.
. . .
.
coming ·Friday
·alls short of vict~ry .·

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • with a time of 28: 10. Mike
f ·
Cannusclo finished fourth at

~'!~:Fridayfrom0ctoberl3to0ecemberlthere
will be a ten question spor-ts quiz in The New Hampshire.
Questions one to nine will be worth one point and question 10
willb~worth three points. On October 27, the quiz will be worth

double points.
2) All answ~rs should be sent to The New Hampshire
cfo Adam Berg roo
. m 151, Memorial Union Building, Durham;
NH 03824 and must be received by Thursday of the following
week. Any answers receiyed aftet Tp.ursday ~11 be deemed
invalid for the contest.
·
.
.3).NooneemployedbyTheNewHampshireorDomino's
Pizza will be eligible for ariy prizes.

Pti~es
After the last quiz on December 1, the points will be
tot.a led from the entire contest, and the top three point getters_
will receive prizes, courtesy of Domino'.s pizza.
1
First prize: 10 large cheese pizzas and cokes.

_Second prize: five large cheese pizzas and

cokes.
Third prize: one large cheese pizza and cokes.

tions," and Landvoy, who "ran pare for peak performance iri a great ·race." The win over ' the 'following week"s NAC

Briggs continuespersonal success
\

I

•

/

By Frank BollS.al

-~ t Saturday's race ·
against Maine was indicative of
tliewaythingsaregoingforthe ,
women's cross country team
~is season. The Lady •cats
lost a very evertlymatched meet
at Maine by a team margin of
26 _29 _ So close, but not close
enough.
Maine's Amy Patterson
placed first at 18:14, followed
by teammate Karen Salsbamy
at 18:34. Jen Briggs continues
to lead the UNH field as she
placed third with ·a time of
· 18:43. Tam Toselli and Kim
Cilley placed fourth and fifth,
just three seconds apart, with

I

i,

-times of 19: 14 and : l7 respectively. Dawn Enterlein, running
in · her fi.tst competition this
season, and Christy Leplsto
finished eighth and ·ninth at
·rn:44 and :56.
Even . though the loss
is disappointing for the Lady
.'Cats they can take solace in
the fact that the squad was
missing their number two, four,
seven, and eight runriers fromthe line-up last Saturday.
"It was nice to be able to
split the team and be competltve," stated Coach Krueger.
Krueger was not _c ounting on
Enterlein for scoring and was
pleased with ber first race back. '

,

Krueger was also pleased with ,
the performance of junior
ChFisty Lepisto . "who took a
minute off her time."
T~e .rest, for a major
part of the team's input, was
due in part otfatigue; ~mt, more
iinportantlyit was a chance for
a few key runners to rest up for
this Friday's last regular season meet against strong teams
_from UMass, Vermont, and URI.
The race will be held on· the
Ex~ter Country Cluh course at
1:45 with anybody's guess as ·
to the result. Expect UNH to go
, all out in their: final race before
champioosh_ip competition.
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Sports
'Cats squeak by ,NU .

Carr leads ·team to a drastic
fourth quarter comeback
By Jeff Novotny
Ina thrilling, stunning
comeback last Saturday at
Parsons Field, the Wildcats
scored 25 points in the last
15:30 minutes to defeat the
Northeastern Huskies, 31-28.,
~at wa~ one of the ~
most satisfying wms I've ever
had," said UNH Head Coach
BillBowesafterthegame. "'lb.at
has to be the best comeback
I've ever been involved in."
- The comeback began
with under 30 seconds left in
the third quarter. Trailing 286, UNH quarterback Mark Carr
hit freshman tailback Kyle
Cripps with a 55-yard scoring
strike. Cripps made a fantastic
one-handed grab for his first
career touchdown.
The miracle was
capped off by a Carr to Chris .
Braune 18-yard 'touchdown
pass with just nine seconds
remaining in the ballgame.
In between, the Wild'
cat defense played flawlessly,
not allowing Northeastern a

single first down in the fourth
quart~r. Five times after the
Cripps touchdown, the Huskiesranthreeplaysandpunted
·
the hall back to the '.Cats.
"We got together and
told each other that we weren't
going to let -t he team get away
from - our goal of winning
games," said Dwayne Sabb, one
of the leaders of the defensive
effort:
·
"We just had to keep
making the plays and get the
,ball back to the offense," said
copJ.erback Ryan Jones. "We
wanted to win badly."
The defense did make
the plays to get the ball back to
the offense, and when the offense got the . ball, they produced. Carr led the charge,
completing 11 of his last 12
passes, two for touchdowns.
"Carr showed what h~
is capable of ·i n that fourth
quarter," Bowes said. "I liked
,
·the way he took charge."
Trailing 28-12 with.
about 10 minutes to play, the

-K esten

heads

or the
Nat_ioncil
·Horse
Show
y Tyc~e Hotchkiss

Danielle Kesten smiles
she remembers her first pony
d herinitlatlpn into·theworld
fequitation. "Myparentsdidn't
ow what they were getting
emselves into,· comments the
rown-hairedfreshman, ~resient of Stoke Hall.
Kesten, .a native of
sterville, Massachusetts,
gan riding at the age of seven.
belay, at 18, she is ranked
th the most competitive Junor equitation riders in the
nited States.
Currently, Kesten , is
ding in a busy circuit of shows,
ome taking place as far away
s Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
e highlight.of her seasoriwill
·c cur on November 5 when she
nd her horse, Bc3!clay, affecioriately referred to as Clyde,
ompete'in the National Horse- _
how at New Jersey's Meadowands Complex. ·
Kesten qualified for

1

Wildcats took control at the NU
26 after a 16-yard pu~t ·b y
Northeastern's Bill Sansone.
Nomi: Ford carried 25 yards to
the one and Cripps scored on
the next play/ as he leaped over
the top to cut the deficit to 2818.
Stilltrailing by 10 with
four minutes to go, the 'Cats
took over at their own 29. Wi.th
Carr completing all four passes
on the drive, the Wildcats went
71_yards in less than a minute.
Bany Bourassa hauled in a
33-yard toss in the end zone to
complete the ~rive_and pull to
within 28-24 with 3:02 to play.
The Wildcat defense
held tough and forced the
Huskies to punt with 1:29 left.
Jones returned the punt seven
yards to the Huskie 45 to set
up the winning drive.

r!~d X~~PtR#f1'11¾■1~~,---!~!!m~9l
0

the cloc~it~:~c!~~

~

fourth and 11 from the NU 46.

FOOTBALL, P. 26 _

this show through her perform- over a course of fences. "I t '~ ·
ance at the American SPCA like watching a downhill skiei
Macl~y. held on September and not watching the time bu1
"15th and 16th in North Salem, watching the way he inaneuNew York. There, 1·5 6 riders v~rs instead," explained Nahc)
fought for 50 slots which would Harnois, one of the trainen:
include them in the National who has worked with Kesten
Horse show.
_for _the past ID years. Harnois.
Kesten's event is equi- along with her sisters, Cathy ·
tat109-, a form of riding in which Patti, and Phyllis, own and run
the athlete's personal style Holly Hill Farm in Marston
plays an essential role. Rather Mills, Massachusetts. The
than -looking at the horse's dedicateq trainers make weekl)
appearance or the overall effect trips to Venture Farm in Kingproduced by horse and rider, ston, NH where they meet with
equitation focuses on the ability al)d forn1 o(the rider herself K ESTEN,
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McLaughlin
Sydlowski
Weinberg
Young
Bergeron
Christie
Weston
UNH
OPP

8
8
8
8
8
8
7
8
8

Goaltending
G

Lewis
Leonhardt
UNH
OPP

7
3
8
8

M
497 ··
187
720
720

y Liisa Reimann

· The sun shone upon . found almost impossible to
e UNH field hockey team on keep out of the net.
"111¢ defense was pres.
turqay, when they traveled
own to the University ofCon- sured early on in the game,"
ecticut. Ther~ they sparred Gaudette agreed, admitting it
th their hosts, alternating gets exciting and sometimes a
oals and finally pulling to- little nerve-wracking at her end
of the field - especially when an
ether to win the match 3-2.
"UConn scored the first enthusiastic player comes
oal about two minutes into charging down the t)eld, deter- .
mfned to get the ball past her.
~ r - : - - ' l ~ • F..,he game," said Head Coach
"I'm confident this year
.~arisa Didio. Jlt's the first dme
11e've been scored on first and though," she said. ~e defense
is older, more experienced."
!rune back to win."
Scoring the first goal
By halftime the score
11as tied at 1-1. As the second for UNH, co-captain Karen
1alfprogressed, the score con- . Brady led th~ way for the 'Cats'
As
Pts
Gs
,tstently increased, the two victoi:y. Following in her wake,
7
17
3
:earns taking turns at putting .forwa.rds Marjorie, Long and
7
Shelley Robinson brought th~
14
0
he ball into the net.
to its victorious close.
much
game
pretty
was
"It
0
6
6
"It's very difficult to win
>ack and forth throughout the
2
2
6
~ame," said midfielder Kim at UConn, just as it's difficult
1
2
5
~ifc~. "It was a pretty even for a team to come and win at
They had times where UNH," said Coach Didio. , ~It
natch.
.
'
2
0
4
hey .dominated, and we had was a vei:y good sign."
1
1
3
"UConn showed spirit
:Imes wqere we dominated."
22
18
62
and determination," said
;>resented itself.
Goalkeeper Stacey Gaudette. "They were hungry
11
27
5
Jaudette, however, felt that and ready to play."
Buttheywerenotquite ,
lJNH excelled ove-r UConn.
in
team
as ;the Wildcats.
etter
b
·
a
hungry
as
"We're
field hockey team The
we're
and
level
skill
of
:erms
Svs S% Gs GAA
~eally fit, but it -was a good will be looking for another vic62 .861 10 1.8
tory on ·wednesday, October
~ame," said Gaudette.
14 .933 1
0.5
Coach Didio praised l-1 th, when they will be hosting
Jaudette's performance, say- Dartmouth College. The game
77 .875 11 1.4
.ng she was able to field shots is scheduled to start at 3:30
79 .782 22 2.8
_ hat other goalies might have p.m.
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